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The Portland Daily Pre*« is published every

morniug, (Sundays excepted), at $5,00 per
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of

Advertising:

The “Christian” Church have, during the past year, experienced a heavy loss in
the sudden death of the Rev. Mr.
Bryant, w ho
had been their minister lor some time,and who
had endeared himself
greatly, not only to his
church, but to all who knew him. His place
admirers.

BUSINESS CARDS.

REMOVAL!

TUCKER A WEBSTER,
109

supplied by Mr. Eldridge, w ho gives
much satisfaction by the breadth and soundness of his views, the
simplicity and force of
his style, and the spirit of kindness and liberality by which his sermons are characterized.
Our citizens are just now
felicitating thernselves on the near prospect of
being put in
telegraphic communication with “all the world
The bill

to

1

I

THE

Transient advertisements

must

be

paid

JOB

E?" All communications intended for the paper
directed to the **Editora (\f the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
UF^The Portland Daily and Maine Statf.
Prebb Office, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
street, is open at all hours during the day aud eve-

1

ning, from
evening.

7 o'clock in

morning

the

|

AND

Sr

CUSHINGj

i

over

!

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE STS.t

j.o.tusev.
—3mcl A vr

DAILY

PRESS,

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

LYNCH.

AND FANCY

THOM. LYNCH.

W1EEIANI CAPE V

CORNER OK MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS..

I

FOX BLOCK,

SIGN

PORTLAND,

And

HE.

Juno 23.

j

COMM UNICATIONS.
(From

our

d3m

i^ast

wrote you, the community has
felt the shock of one of those great w aves of

calamity which,

from time to time, during the
past two years, have swept over our land.—
Again we have had the sickening recoil from
the first dreadful tidings, the hours of cruel
susjiensc, the feeling, intense, but subdued, of
blessed reliel when the truth was known.—
Men talk

soberly, yet proudly, of the long,
fierce struggle: and womens'eyes flash through
tears, as they think of their heroes, whose
precious lives are a part, perhaps, of the costly

cause

of

During

nut,

country,

the past week chance has taken me
through the farming and lumbering

men, who
form the solid foundation of our society, the
granite sub-stratum on which rests the

mind, one resolution,

one

Capital

mutual

that has poisoned half the land, and is poisoninp of it it yet; ami it's my opinion that we

E.

FIRE

Lincoln.

I believe he’ll do what he thinks

cles of trade: but still business
goes on; men
buy and sell, and plant and build very much
as usual.

Things look prosperous. I said that building went on as usual, but that is hardly true,
at least in degree.
Many buildings are going
up in our place, and some fine ones; but the
numerous branching streets which have been

ear.

af

Exchange Su,

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, #312,000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
( ash Capital aud Surplus. (260.000.

Equitable

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Of Providence.
I’rnrKCT SErrarrr. which ought a!wars to be the
first r,mai,lrration iu effecting insurance.' j, here offered to the publie, at the loo-rat rat,a
qf premium
adopted by sound an,I reaponaihtr companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite I’ost Office.
June 23

I p»»y
All

Company.

policies

upon which six premiums have been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium tu the
policy bolder.

Middlr Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, /Yesirfraf.
Eiiward Shaw, Srrrrtarg.
June
eodSm

CoiifectionerN!

cenpletion. The site chosen
tral, and the plan of the house admirable. Mr.
Cutler, the jxjpular and beloved pastor of this
church, is now absent in Florida, fulfilling the
duties of Chaplain to the Bth Regiment of
Maine Volunteers. His pulpit is
supplied in
the interval, by various gentlemen. Other
changes have occurred among the clerical laxly

society
yet
retaining as their pastor the Rev. Mr. Bullen.
whose untiring labors and
genial character, as
well as his flue abilities, trained in the schools
and polished by foreign
culture, win him many

they

Extalillxhment ix fkniixhed with all llir ap-

proved modern machinery, and tlirir auortmeut of

Book and

Fancy Types,

a

large

SION

AND

I*

adequate

to do an, work

demanded in thi» State.

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

Variety,

Where may also be

seen

an

THE

141

RULED AND CUT IN

NEATEST MANNER.

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

ConiniiMsion

ju!7—dtf

dtf

A

Remedy

Known. Iu cases of Nervous Debility
of the Vital power*, from anv cause,
has uo superior.

Darrel of laud, ‘ifiiatrd in rurflanri sr.ir».aiH
bounded a* follows, to wit:
on the Wenti*rlv line of Hanover Street, thirfv nine feet from the
northerly corner of the lot said
purchased
of Roln-rt V. Dyer, by deetl dated Nov. 23. 1S&3-tlience southerly on the line of said street, thirtv-nne
feet—and from these two point* running westerly,
keeping the even width of thirty-one feet, ninetyeight feet more or less, to tin- land of the {.arrabcc
heirs, as appear* by the records of said deed in the
Cumberland County Record. in Hook 261 pageSK*:
And whereas the said .lairus K. King, on the third
dav of
1862. bv his d.-ed of that date, aligned
and transferred said mortgage and said
property to
Eli/a I.. Whitney of said Portland, a* ap| tears bv tinrecord or said deed, in the Cumberland Records. In
Book 814 page no; And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage ha* been broken, I. Kli/a L. Whitnev. assignee of *aid mortgage. hereby claim a foreefosure
of the same for breach of the condition, according to
the statute iu such case pro*ided.
ELIZA L. WHITNEY.
Portlaml, July 14. Utt
w.°»w4

It<r'iuuing
Whitney

WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION/*
Is th.»
reliable form of H Yromosmiteh, made
after the Original Fomutla of Dr. Churchill
JJTIk.
qi'IUE FOR AMD l SK SO OTHER !

only

!

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE!

A

J

seven
ounce bottles, 81— Six
Betties for 85. In sixteen ounce Rot tics, 82—Three
for 86.
Circulars gratis.
Sold bv all respectable
Druggists, and at the Sole General Depot iu the United States, by

J.

July,

WINCHESTER, 36 John Street, N. Y.

Merchants,

AID tVHOI.KAALK ItKAl.EItA IX

TAGS MERGED WITH HOLES k GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,
No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

FRANKLIN

Policies Printed and Bound for
Insurance CompanieH.

June 23.

AT

WARE,

LOW PRICES.

PLATED
DOCl MEXTS executed with

WARE,

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Card

Dispatch.

Baskets,
Cutl ery,

and Cake

IVORY, HORN. EBONY

AND

COCOA

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

HANDLED KNIVES.

Printing,

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
SI UNION STREET,

Executed in taste to suit the

in opt

fastidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Styles

are

PARJIES.

visiting the Island*, supplied
IEXCURSIONISTS
with stores at the shortest notice.
J

unsurpassed.

solicited.
Fare Street

Orders

font of

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Portland, June 23.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
believe it to be. in the treatment of Spermatorrheen as near a Specific as anv medicine can be.”
—B. Keith, 31. I>.—American Journal of Medical

Portland, June 20,

1S«2.

BECKETT.

daw

IMroKT.K .VXD DKA1.ER

ENGLISH,

I have found them a/I that could he desired. Their
effect has hern truly wonder/ul. I used them iu a
case of Spermatorrhoea of long standing which has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—’E. P. Dickkk. 31. D.
IFThis is not a Homeopathic remedy, nor is there
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient combined with it.
Prick—81 per box. Six boxes for *5. bv 3Iail prepaid. For sale bv all respectable Druggist*, and at
the Sole General Depot in the United States,
by

FRENCH

FANCY

provided wilh

; »*y

W. D.

rF“ You

can save

once.

I.

LITTLE, Aoxst.
Of re 31 Kxrhmtf/r Street.
money by securiug tickets at tlda

June 23.

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.

AND

GERMAN,

GOODS,

ADDIBOX

County,

W.

B A XK1KLD.

IIHE

Jure

21._dawtf

Portland and Nrw York Stnuam.
The •p'emlid und fast Steamship
gW ("UiESAPF.AKK. Captain Sidney
rowkll.

will until farther notice

run

Leave Blown* Wharf. Portland, everr WEDNESDAY. at <4 P. M.. ami leave Her 9 North KJxer, New
York, every SATU RDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M
This vessel Is fitted tip with fine accommodations flbr
passengers, making this the most speedv. safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 95,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forw arded by this line to and from Montreal,
Ouebec, Bangor. Bath, Augusta. He*Tport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer be lore 3 P. M., on the day that she leave*
Portiaed.
For fn-ight or passage applv to
F.MERY A FOX, Hrowu'i Wharf, Portland.
II B. ( ROMWELL k CO., No. 9*5 West Street,
New \ ork.
June 23, 1*3.
dtf

MONTREAL.
OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A M ERIl A X, Nt »lt W Et. I AN. JI R A.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NO\A >1 OllAN—will sail from Quebec exerv Saturmorning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry
l a-seiigers leave Portland per Grand Tiunk Train*
with United States mails, exerv Kridax, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

day

morning.

!'as*awy* to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
( lass. «3U.
First ( lass. 9*7 to 9W-accordiug
accommodation.—which includes tickets on Grand

Trunk Rail way.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rale*.
Excnrsiou tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. #150.
Apply to Edmonstonc. Allan k Go.. Montreal, or to
%.

June

L. FARMER.
_L
EXC HANGE
ST

23. IW2.

PORTLAND.
dtf

Geo. Warren,

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
hope

WINSLOW b

Portland June 23. 1S62.

DOTEN’B

3tw4w1

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

of the

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, 920. Also. Agent for New X ork
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New ^ ork
aud from Liverpool every Wednesevery
day, and calling at l^ms'iistowu, I relaud, l abia
Pa-sage. 975. 3d l ias*. 931.

Saturday,

Sight Bills of Exchange, for j€1 Sterling and upward. pa> able at any Bank in Great Britaiu or Ireland

constantly

for sale.

For Passage Certificate*, steamer Tickets, Draft*,
for further information. Adtlnw.
GElt. WARREN, 99 Slate Street, Boston. Mam.

or

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
SPIRITS

TURPENTINE-We invite
N'ATROXA
trial of the Natrona Turpentine from all painta

er*. for either House or Ship work, inside or out.
It
is/rer from nmrU. with fiat emial to spirits, exaporate* no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be excellIt works KqiAL to the common
ed
spirits on all
kinds of painting, or in Oil ( loth
manufacturing.
A* evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned can refer to number* of the tiist painter*
ot Boston aud vicinity, if desinsl.

Agent

and after the first of July, Postage Stamp*
and Stamped Euvelopes will not be charged at
FROM
Post

Office.

Proprietor

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

CHARLES TOPPAX,

Notice.
the

THAYER & WARREN

Iiohton.

THE

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
Prior to July 21st. full information can Ik* obtained
of the Principal. 348 < ougres* Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time application mav be made at 40 State Street.
Portland, June 23, 1862.
2awl0w

KK WEST.

Returning

Congress Streets,

Builders,(Lumber Dealers,

C1HARLES

Principal.

I

On and alter April V, the Steamer.
NEW IlKf .VsWK h
a„d
FOREST fin
will. .. fur_liter notice, leave P. X. k P It K,
unan, unit «»i mate Street, as follows:
8tr aaaiii “New Branawick." t apt. K. B Wtxcngatek. will leave for Kabttokt and ST. Jomx every
MONDAY, at 6 o'clock. I'. M.
wiil leave XT. Jobs every THl'RSDAY
M» tUMXii, at 8 o'clock, for Kaattokt, I'obtlaxd
amt Bostox.
Steamer "Foret City.” t'apt. E. Field, will leava
(V>r Kastport and St. Jottx
every TMl livli.u at
o o’clock I' M
Through tickcta are aold by thi* line rnanrctiag at
EASTroRT a ith atage coachea for M a ru A a. ard
witli Xteamer lateen lor Rohhiliatop. I aLAta, XT.
Stkphbxs, and >T AxirRgwa.and at tire latter plaea
over Railway lor ( AXTKRBl'RY; from thence
per
atngr enuchea for Woodstock and IIdcltob. which
ia the chraprat and moat cApedittuua
way of reaebiug
the Arooatook I'ouMty.
We alao ticket through per Steamer* and Ruilwuva
for Hixdmir, Halifax. Dd.bv, Frxuxrii-to'x
Si'uagx. Mom-tor. xhediai. I bixi x Edward
Iulaxd. I'ictov, North xuokk or Nrw lturxsWICK. Miriwkiii, and Bay he ( ralki-b
t < EATON.

ai tntaaoR to

28 and 30 Federal and 105

P. J. Forribtall can bo found at the above
at Portland, w ithin
place.
aud for the County of C umberland, ou the first
June 23.
wly
of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred aud sixty-two,
To
and others.
D. AKERS, Administrator of the esfate of Benjamin Paul Akers, late of
Portland,
in said
deceased, having presented his acundersigned hereby give notice that they have
count of administration of said estate for probate:
establish«-d a
It was Ordered, That the said Administrator
give j
notice to all Iversons interested, bv causing notice to
be published three weeks successively, iu the Maim* i
State I*roHs, printed at Portland, that
Near the foot of Union Street, w here they
to be
they mav ap- j able
to give all the accommodation niid
pear at a Probate C ourt to he belli at said Portland,
dispatch
on the first Tuesday of
the
which
nature
of
the
busiuess
will
at
admit.
ten of the ;
SeptemlsT next,
clock in the forenoon, ami shew cause it'
any they I
Ti'itmmi, Sweep and Circular Sawikq, be.,
have, why the same should not he allowed.
!
attended to as heretofore.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge
A true copy.
OFFIC E 6 UNION STREET.
•3
Attest:'EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

Whittier,

_

TWO TRIPS

STATIONERY. TOYS, k c..

Tuesday

Miss E. L.

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

to

At A COPRT OF PrOBATR held

SEMINARY^

!

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

WINCHESTER, 36 John Sr., N. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
JaneS8dAw4w
Portlamd, Mm.

CONGRESS STREET

International

Third

IX

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

J.

dtf

SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
13 years old, who is used to the business.
For further inhumation inquire at
326 CONGRESS STREET.
JulS—2wd

\

(Successor to I’. J. Forrisl.ll and Mills k Forrisl.il,

Science.

Rxrhnage*

Wauled,

AXIS

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

A. W. BANFIELD,

We

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND 3USSES.
nenr

CALDEUWOOD k

SHOP

or

i

S. B. WAITE.

PLEASURE

180

JR.

MOODY.

Crockery Ware, China,

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
la AW

C

eodtf

GLASS

fPHE Sabaaribcr hereby thw public notice to all
A concerned, that he ha* beeu duly ap|H>inted aud
taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator, with
the Will annexed, of the eMate of
ROBERT HORTON. late of Portland.
In the County oft iitnherland, d«-cea*ed. bv giving
bond a* the law directs; he therefore request* all persons who are indebted to the said deceased's estate,
to make immediate payment; and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to
CHARLES BAKER.
Portland, July 1. 1862.
w3w3

St iuiual Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This maladv, the terrihle consey uence* of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of liiimuu ills.
It saps the very springs of Life,
undermines
the constitution, and sinks the unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave ! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Pill are sufficient to effect a
permanent cure in the most ay (/meat erf canes, whether
constitutional, or arisiug from Abuse or Excesses.

Spermatorrhea.

"

Our

LONO,

1

rapidly

MOODY,

Commission

Je28—6weod

extensive issortmrnt of

Z.

WHEREAS

A PPECirif SEIIKDY FOR

GENERAL

BAMi-CIKLS, NOTES, AN# BILLS OF LAWNS.

Portland,

THOMAS,

Freeman Whitnev. late of Portland.
iu the < ounty of <'umhcrland. on the dxtcenfli
*lay *»f March. 1855, couveyed to Jairus K. King, of
Portland, in fee and iu mortgage, a certain tract or

the

Merchant,1

Portland, June 23. 18fi2.
DOLE

Fancy Dry (3-ood.s!
K. C.

Noilrc of I'ODflovurr.

Successor to Manning k Brown,

FLOl'R, rKODI-’I'K, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
CXIOX ST., Parllaad.

WORLD.

-and-

PALMER,

Dated at Portland this first dav of Julv, A. D 18*3
sam l s Webster.
ju«—wSw*

CF^FRICES—Iii

N. B.—All work being promptly mini personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfactiou.

LACES, EMBROIDERIES,

O

on

thereof.

ixg Agents
or Postratioii

the

Parllaad. Mr.

WEST,

prickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate*

in »ai*l

county*road,

AND CURE OK

which Constitute* Nervous Energy, and

ORNAMENTAL

Middle Sirert,

PRETENTION

Falmouth,

of Philip Lammon to the
thence northerly by said road to the first Ixmnds; containing seventeen acres more or b«*s. subject to tlie right of Jeremiah Hobbs or bis assigns to |>asp ami repaxx through
said premiM-s. Said real estate having been
conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Micali
Sampson bv Dependence II. Furbish,
by bis deed «»r August 22. 1865. recorde*! iu the R*-gIstrv of Deeds for
Ciiinlicrland County, iu book 2»>3. page **7; which
mortgage was duly assigned hv said Mlcah Sampsou
to Samuel S. Welxdcr, June 3b. 1*3. as will
ap|x*ar
by tbe assignment tlier**of record**! in said Registry
to all of w hich records reference is to lx* had for*a
more particular description. Tin* condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of ‘aid mortgage, by reason thereof do c’aiiu
a foreclosure of said mortgage. and do
liereby notify
all parties interest***! of my claim to foreclose .‘aid
mortgage, on account of the breach of the conditions

other, being the Moat Powerful Blood Generat-

AXt> WIIOLBUALB DBALBR IX

MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS,
HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY,

M

uar,

je23tf

and varied

will do well to call at their rooms,

144 Middle Street,

manner.

Watch-Maker,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

And other

Handkerchief Perfumes

Country Trader,

Retail.

GAS FITTING,

E. J. CROSS,

Table

TO NONE IN THE

ron TilK

certain tract of laml sitiiat*-<l in

ounty, bounded. loginning at the moot s*uitliw*-sterly c«*rner of land n*»w or finmerlv of Royal Leighton, thence easterly and northerly by the-tame to laud
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the panic to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly ami westerly by the same to laud evened by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
<

Asthma. Chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
Pros!ration. General Debility, Dyspepsia. Scroftala. Marasmus, Loss of Appetfte. Neuralgia,
Female Complaints, and all IHsordeis of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a great reputation for
most Extraordinary Cukla in all stage*ok
Consumption. It i* recommended by manv thousand Physicians in the Coifed States and Europe—
having been used w ith results unpaiallelled iu tin* annals of medicine.
The
* have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hand increasing the principle

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
1V < irdrr* solicited.
JeW—rim

assortment of

INFERIOR

a

Consumption,

PAINTER,

a

Hotels,

public in general. Also,

TITCOMB,

....

and

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
jn!4dtf
PORTLAND. ME.

would direct the attention of

of

or

NORTH

Thi. road is broad o tract r and is
New and Splendid
Sleeping Cars.

County
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage

OP

n a x s o

EXTRACTS,

Proprietors

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND, Mb.

-lot or-

here.

The Rev. C. F. Allen, who for two
years has ministered acceptably to the Methodist .Society, has been transferred to another
field of labor, and his place
supplied by Mr.
RAiidall, a man well known in the denomination.
rite Baptist
are
fortunate in

sale

ANDREW T. I>OLK.

large, new a superior

To which

H.

I^OTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber. Sam•i.v uel S. Webster, of Portland. In the
of

373 C'ongre*M Street,
Portland, Me.
ri’HES..... I>ysi>epsia,
(OKHKtTS
and
Indigestion
Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaints A Billon's Fevers,
RELIEVES
.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July I, lS»Si.

Cocks, Valve*. Pipe* and Connect ions, Whole-

M. «. PAERER A CO.

FLAVORING

L.

Work.

AM EVERY DESCRIPTION OF lACIIYERY,

23._

Have jupt received

Notice of Foreclosure.

PREPARED BY-

PORTLAND, ME.

AND

OR

_

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Meam

to Order. --MZ

TH

ERIE RAILWAY.
Bcr»AL«, In-XBUtK. AXD XlAUARA FaLLB.

V,A

LEGAL NOTICES

J. Ba» WlYhLOW, AgPllt,

JOB PRINTING!

or the Season

Frogs Served

-*

SOI

BY THE

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

-.* Meal, to liKoruR Bo a Runt* at Hrdueed Kate*.
ttpen every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to 5
O’clock.
jeairdtf

Mr.

Chimney I’icws, Monumental Work

Phillips.

WEST,

PORTLAND, ME.

Served to order.

Grindstone*.

BOOK AND

and

most

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

tf

ANTPACTCRKR

of th**

BROOK TROl'T no. all kla.a of CAME

prepared to receive orders for

M

one

Served up at all hours.

!*«r«rr •( Pearl and Federal

The Proprietor* of flic I’oiiTl *xn Daily Fresh
rexpeetftilly Invite attention to their facilities for executing, in l.-antiful *ty!e, every dexcriptlou of

and affords

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

Mr.
je23tf

Marble, Free Stone,

-tea.

Every Delicacy

THOMPSON,

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

To

JOHN

APOTHECARY,

R.

wmmma. nvxn.

«•*»«»

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

——

Portland. June 23. ltW2.

J.

On and after Morday, Mar 6,
" ill leave
Portland for taewfarton
t ai inmgton ia Brunswick, at 1 P. If.
I>*ate Farmington for Lewiston. Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
I#eat c Lewiston lor Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. M.
Freight train* daily between Portland and Lswiston.
ai.u

ADAMS, Proprietor.
r

No. 7 MILK STREET,

AND SI I.VI '.RSM ITH.
Also. Dealer in Watchoa, Jewelry and Silver Ware, j

PORTLAND, MAINE.

BILL-HEADS

And the

com-

Second Floor,

continue to insure pro|iertr on
favorable as those of any reliable coin-

0«ce 102

SONS,

Part load.

AKK A XGEMEXT.

MS THROUGH TICKETS

TIIOA. H. POOIt.

I’-rlluml.

Midair Slrrrl.

dfcwtf

terms a.

je24tf

fr«»in the

,_l

Manufacturing Jeweler,
^

Company

THIS

JJ

WM. II. II. HATCH,

STREET,

SUMMER

inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil or our
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland. Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portlarge cities.
I he Saoadahock is one of tbe finest, most
land
Depots, in Portland. S. W. EATON, Sup’t
spacious. ami best appointed Hotels in the State, located
Farmington May 6. 1*2.
juueSgdtf
within three minutes walk of the Depot, steamboat
Lauding. I’ost Office, Custom House. Ac., being diin
the business centre of tin? City.
rectly
Term* Mode rale by ike Week sr Day.
1 To
I'BtCiOO, riXrtXXATI, f l.KVEI.AXD. Detroit.
Bath, June 23, 1*3.
dtf
Toledo. St. Face. La ( x«.i. st. Lot ts,
Siw Okebaxs, or any part of the

selected stock of

«. n. BROW v

P O R T I, A N D
Mutual Fire Insurance

well

MERRILL'S WHARF,

('•uuurrrlnl Slrrrl,

--

and south

slowly toward
is pleasant and

HEAD OF

Marble

Tlirir

Confectioners, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,

advances

L>KA 1.ERR IN

Is

l'ox Ulorlc,

Store !
POOR,

dispensary

dim

Done in the best

wont, ever summer, to stretch out into the
country with the rapidity of runners into the
strawlierry bed, lengthen somewhat more slowly now. The new church, intended for the
united Congregational societies of the north

sides,

No. f»i EXCHANGE

large and

to

JnncSMtf

Stage learea Strickland'. Ferry Tueadari, Tharadays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
* A4* ID AHOCK
and Dixtield; returning
HOI’SE,
opposite days.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dix field, Dix field,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor, and Held, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
BATH. MAINE.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Yinevard. New
I THE City of Bath is one «»f the healthiest ; Portland and Kingtield. on Wednesdays and Saturlocalities on th** coast of Maim—delightfuldays, returning on Mondavs and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong. Avon
I ty situated on the Ksasskte, iBniuu miles

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Printing Office,

af

OR DAY.

YORK STREET, rORTLAKD, ME.
j.-23-itr

POWER

rararr

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK

ALBERT W EBB A CO.,

State.

August!. April, 1W2.

PORTLAND, ME.

CaagrrM.

ami

Sugar Refinery,
'■

as

« IIAS. II.
Je23—3m

ID rug

CIIAS. K. CKOAMAX.

141

Book and Job

Drug

And solicit a share of public
patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemiea’s and b<*st stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the pn blic.

T. K. BURNHAM

dtf

STEAM

a

Drags. Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

FLAG.

MIDDLE STHIET,

JOHN B. BROW N A

in

taken store, No. 75 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox Work.) and rrsp^'tftilty Invite public attheir

tention

June 23.

INS UR AN CE.

National Insurance Company,
Boston.
Cash t apitsl and Surplus, #600,000.

I didn’t like him

holding back the news
t’other day. It’s laid policy. Folks will either know the truth or think
something u great
deal worse. Besides, the people have got this
thing to shoulder, and they've a right to know
what sort of a park there is to lug. ’Taint
fair to treat ’em like a great baby that must be
cheated into having its tooth pulled!” 1 could
not dispute him!
Here in this peaceful region, so far remote
from the scenes which war is
trampling into
desolation, we feel in reality but little of its
effects. The presence of some disturbing element is, of course, always
ap|iareut in the cir-

90

STKAM

1‘oltTLAN'D. ME.,
Agent of the following First class Insurance Co's:

Of New

or

df.m

°—rr 7 4 Middle,

any such action, because there are a few loyal
men down South that are attached to the crit-

right.

IkDlNL, I’resident,
HYDE, Secretary.

WARREN SPARROW,

Of

happen to have a fancy for ’em, When a thing
has proved to Is- a nuisance it has got to
go
down, and there's no use in talking. We are
coming to that fast. I’ve confidence in Mr.

any in the City

SIGN OF THE BIO

usually kept

CBOS.nA!T&

THE NUMBER.

Jc28tf

C». E. K. Patten
E. K Harding,
J. p. Home,
David fatten,
J. C*. Jameaon.

1ST ew

•

RKMEXRKR

;

K. H A

K.

shall get shut of this business till we’ve
killed the beast. Koine folks are opposed to

ter, and like to see it round their houses. But
we can’t allow folks to keep rattle-snakes and
catamounts loose on their premises, if they do

Win. Drummond,
Sam i I. Robinson,
Arthur Scwall,
Lewis BSacknter,
s. A. Houghton.

Bath, July 8. IMS.

never

Broadway.

895

I

to

an* prepared to make insurance on the
principle, agaiust marine risks, not exceeding
$10,000 in nny One Rink.

John l'attcn,
Oliver Moms.
M. F. i» an nett,
.1. H. McEellau,
Jas. b fatten,

|

PORTLAJTO.

is the only Room where either of tin* Burnham* a re interested in the < 'ity, J. I'. 1*. HritNhaving sold his Room and gone to New York,

IVT arble

I»IKK< TOKK

direction alrout the roads (it
stopped
was thirty miles from a railroad, and
only the
stage-drivers know how the mails get into that
region; but he was reading a Portland Prkss
a

day before only); “I'll tell you what it
is, this tiling has got to be put right straight
through. We've shilly-shallied about long
enough. We’re too tender of hurtin' the feelin’s of rebels. I've no patience with nil this
nonsense about sympathy for our
misguided
brethren. There is one big, black, ugly devil

Stock amounts

*$300,000
And that thev

to

of the

liberal

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS

THE

this

at any cost.
“i'll tell you what it is," emphatically declared an old man. at whose door we had

ask

to

July 17. lSft2

OFFICE INDF.lt THE SAi.ADAHlK K Holst,
FRONT SIKKKT.
President amt Directors of the Hath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their

put down rebellion and disunion

to

the most

IS. A. FOSTER A CO.

BATH MUTUAL
Harine Insurance Company.

plain, homely, yet thoughtful

class I find but

style are e«iual

_INSURANCE.

in the upper part of this county. I
have encountered a great many ]>eople, and
have hail many conversations with that class

Throughout

on

iiam

course, could not lie

ol

~~

soils.

to

THIS

the colored men in any way or manner
to effect this purpose.
Hilliard.

to honor

rich and cultivated

promptly attended

terms.

us use

districts,

of

j

our

than now'.

on a tour

Will be

IU

accepted as soldiers. Now, though I think
tlie policy of the general government lias been
ri'jht, tn theixist, let us now take advantage
of every means to quell this gigantic, foolish
and damnable rebellion in the shortest
possible time; and, if necessary for the
purpose, let

laid upon the altar of cur

have never had more

one

■or me

Enough of the shadow of disaster,
hung in the air, to give to the festivities of the
Fourth a tone more quiet than usual: but there
has been apparently no disposition to allow anything to interfere with the observance of a day
we

I*

j

mntry.

which

(.uuiimiimmiuu

and I hoiiiaxfon.
sStage* leave Augusta daily (.Kunday* excepted), fcr
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Bo*.
I ton.
Tickets sold In Boston for all the stations on tha
i Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, aud Somerset
k
Kennebec Hoads.
[
Freight trains ruu dally between Angnstwand Port(•«<(•
B. H. (TSHMA.N,
Manager and Superintendent.

j

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

state A cent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MA(iNETO-ELHCTftlC MACHINE.
je23—liudaw

MIDDLE 9RREET.

90

supposed themselves to lie, enlistregiments for the war. Who ENTRANCE--82] EXCHANGE STREET,
it was that appeared there for that
purpose,
whether to test their loyalty or w illingness to
fight for their country, or to play a joke upon
Orders left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
them, I do not know. All I know is that they | and Maine State Pres*, head of first flight of atffirs,
were ready and anxious to fight.
They were, will be promptly attended to.
as I said,
hearty, healthy and intelligent. Now
the question arises, should these persons lie repulsed from our service simply on account of
tf?' The office is supplied with
their color? May they not do
good service as
nurses
or
cooks,
laborers, if not as soldiers ? FAST PRESSES AND STEAM
POWER,
|
I think thvy can.
Again, a large numlier of the colored men j And its capacity and fkeilities for doing work in
good

Skowiikhax, July 15, 1862.
Messrs. Editors :

Photographic Artist,

state of our

.1

v,‘V'-vl

Job Work,

Fancy

•

Preble Streets.

Dye-Stuffs,

And all other articles
Taint Kxtablixhtncnt.

T. R. BURNHAM,

were or

ed in

Man's Opinion—the Men Church—Pastoral Changes—Telegraph to Skonhegan.

more

seer, foretold the
the present time.

a

..I

then

Mens—Farming and Lumbering Districts—The Feeling of the People—An old

c

country

"v

Regular Correspondent.]
Letter from Skowhegan.

sirriflce once

at

allude tq the fact as I then found it. that all
tile young, likely anil intelligent colored
men,

Bad

Since

the eye of

Plain and

<

*"?*•
A* ** for
train lor

ANDROSCWJBIN KAILROAD.
Silas ted

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

with

j

Proprietor.

and

Satnrday firming Train.
AiifUitu at 6.86 A. M and
Portland. connecting with the
8-46 A. M
Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Sam,
days, at 8.16 P. M.f on arrival of train from Boston. tor Rath aud
Augiuta.
htaor comcnom.
Stares leave Bath daily (Sundays
exeepaed) at *.(*>
1 M on arrival of tram ftom Portland
and Boston,
tor \\ iacasset, Duma,iscotfa. H
aldoboro’, Rockland

PAINTER, VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all varieties of

markable man by the name Ilf Hasten, who
Job Printing of every description executed
dispatch; and all business pertaining to the of- j attained a great age. and w ho, with a noble
fice or paper promptly transacted on application as
form, uncommon intellect and honest heart,
above.
felt deeply the wrongs of his race, and with

PREBLE HOUSE,

-A LAO-

Half Way Down Willow Street,

re-

GOODS,

APOTHECARIES’ (.LASS WARE. FOREIGN
!
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac,

jc23dtf

ISLAND,

OPEN for Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good op|»ortuiiiuc* forfeiting,
sea-bathing and water exenrsious. A Steam_<*r nuts from Portland dailv. Experienced
itmen in aftendanc.
je2S*8w

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFl 9ERV,

Me.

BARKER,

PKLEU

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S

HENRY M. BRACKETT,

GENUINE MEDICINES.

GRANITE STORES_COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgerjd* Wharf,)
JOHN

Monthly Morning

./IE

Summer Retreat,

DEALER IN-

Gtrocers,

Fortinnd.

Leave Portland for Bath and Angostn at LOOP M
with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road: and at Augtuta with
(he Somerset A Kennebec Kailroad for Watcrvilla,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowbegan. and at Keudali’a
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Bond for Pittsweld. Newport aud Bangor:
arriving same night.

connecting at Brunswick

886, Washington St., Bath.
•.•Terms $1 per day. Stable connected
with house.
Bath, .lime 23. 1862.
dtf

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Bank,

Ofcrtco

Karmingtou.

:

1-1

AND-

liu been removed from the office

Auku»i« lor Bath. Portland and Boston, at 11 16 A
M. connecting at limns* kk with Hie
Androscoggin
Bailroad for lewiatun, Livermore Kails, Wilton nd

J

BATH HOTEL,
15y C. M. PL V M MER,

FINDINGS.

■Wholesale

Passenger trains will let re dally, (gun*
S^^SBplav* excepted) ss follows:

hopes

LYNCH A co,

JOHN

fVimmraerr/ April 14/*, lima
CBHBBD

lias furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYo
dfcwtf
Passadumkeag, June 23.1862.

Gnssettings,

PORTLAND, ME.

SCMXKK AKRARUKXfeKT.

MAINE.

subscriber would very respectfully announce to bis numerous fHends, and the
(■public generally, that during the temporary
Jicompulsory suspension of bis business lie
THE

—

Elastic

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. I.

....

PA8SADUMKEAO,

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

c. ii. UKKKO.

FOSTER

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. C». Mayo,
Proprietor.

I

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
BO Uniijn, four doors from Middle Street,

wick and Hath—to visit a colony of colored
men there living; my object was to
present
the advantages of the liberal scheme of emigration established by the government of the
Republic of Hayti, now represented
the
a

HAY,

tcitlm

IMPORTKRfl or

—

to the office of the

able, energetic and earnest James
Some of the people are descendents of

H.

H.

Temple Street,

BREED A TI KEY,

E st at>lish.meiit

by
Redpath.

to 9 in the

|

RAILROADS.
*

Of the Most Desirable Pattern.

Lasting!, Serges,

Mit. Eiiitob:—Last winter i made a visit
to New Meadows—a location between Bruns-

should be

HOTELS.

AND DEALERS IN

POINTING

extend

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

a

[Written for the Press.]
Loyal Free Colored Men.

vance.

of

corner

Pnrtlmnd, Juno 23.18H2.

Epsilon.

for in ad-

Middle,

NO^‘2‘2

JULY 18, 1802.

Fashionable Clothiers,

BOOK

-AND-

telegraphic line to this place was passed last
winter, but no action has been taken upon it
until lately. Now, however, the matter has
week after. One square every other day one week, |
been taken vigorously in hand. I understand
$1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Inhibitions, Ac., under head of Amchement*, ; that the requisite amount of funds have been
$2.00 per square per week.
subscribed, and the work is to be commenced
8fecial Notices, $1.50 per square for first week,
1 immediately, so we may hope soon to be in
$1.00 per week after.
possession of a means of communication so
Bcsike** Notice®, iu reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge leas than fifty | long desired and so greatly needed. More
cents.
Yours truly,
I anon.
Legal Notice* at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Piik** (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.

MORNING,

PRINTING.

|

is now

and the rest of mankind.”

Advertisement*. $1.00 per aqaare, !
fbr three insertions or le*s; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.25 per square; 75 cents
per
Transient

FRIDAY

je25tf

England. 40 Fulton St., Boston.
Banker k Carpenter. Merrill k Brother,

for Xew

For sale bv

S. J. IVrkius k Co

Augusta.

Portland, and Cha* F Potter
Junc23wlm

they can be used to advantage; and
believe the administration looks at the
matter III a similar light.
And move than this, We hope neither the
President nor his immediate sultordinates.
whether in the Cabinet or in the Field, will
swerve one iota to accommodate the spirit
of
faction if not quasi treason, which opposes such

era, that

THE DAILY PRESS.
MAINS.

PORTLAND,

18, 1862.

Friday Morning, July

■-—--—

nominations.

Republican

practical application of available power. If
not a treasonnlde, it is at least a timid spirit—
practically retry little I tetter—that objects to
a

Fob governor,

ABNER COBURN,

of means to save the government and
the liberties of the people, and to preserve the
Constitution which is the chart of the one and

OF 8KOWHEUAN.

the

For Representatives to Congress,
Third District JAMES G. BLAINR. Of Augusta.
fifth District FREDERIC A. ITkh, of Calais

other, because tile Constitution itsell has not specifically given the authority; as though it were unconstitutional to use

Aroostook. ...ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Falrih'W.
York.. .JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON «. TUCKER, of Saeo.
LUTHER SANBORN, of Pareouzfleld.

truth, that the spirit of the Constitution is
equal in sacredness to its tetter, and that where

..

the latter is
to

to

the way of the great work of restoration, and
that this work is rendered the least doubtful,

Jackson did that of the monster which
It is the

pression

hr: used to

strengthen rebellion, is one that is
republicans; and
they do not fail to denounce it in opprobrious
epithets, as a scheme of Wendell Phillips and
other persons supposed to be offensive to men

confined to abolitionists and

»

of (li>nii>crulii<

and

lias not yet been prosecuted in earnest except by the rebels; it has

crats

upon

characterized, on our part, by a tenderlife, and a respect for rebel
institutions, which they have proved themselves to be utterly unworthy of, and which
are now shown to have been only the fruits of
been

promptly.

and that the
two
to

said, they ask
only skirmishes.
We have had enough of entrenchments, enough
of the defensive, enough of feeling safe against
an “attack,” and we now demand the advance,
the assault, the storm, and we want to make
yet

we

have had

the rebel hosts feel that death or submission is

just
as

as sure to follow, and to follow
the thunder crash it to follow the

In

a

word,

the

speedily,
lightning.

and

strangle

it with

little ceremony

little re-

as

faithful parent would observe in shooting the ravisher of
morse

his

and

as

virgin daughter,

cent babes.

or

a

as

the murderer ofhis inno-

Is this an unchristian

deny it. It is the
the usurpations

spirit ? We
spirit that, indignant

same

of those who had convert-

at

ed God's house into

den of

a

thieves,

braided

the scourge of small cords, and drove the invaders from the temple.
And the
of

be

employed in this work
righteous extermination of rebellion,—what
meant

to

limitations shall the government

use

ing

question

them?

doubt

In answer to this

in selectwe

utter the feeling of three-fourths
population, and ninety-nine onehundretlis of all loyal men, when we say that
government should be limited only by the law
of utter impossibility, and that of Christian
not

we

of our white

r.JUn.

end.

are

necessary
And such means may be

squeamlshness;

to

secure

of the wild

diers,
work,

to

this

used without

scalping-knives in the hands
Indians; they give to their solthem

for

their hellish

a

We are no advocate ofa rash, indiscriminate
license to lawless men to prey upon even the
rebels in arms; we advocate no
arming of
slaves to be turned loose upon defenceless non-

combatants,

to massacre

helpless mothers and

their innocent babes.

We don't believe in any
thing of the kind, and we have yet to tlud the
first sane man who does; but we would use colored

men—-free bond—in any w ay that they
ran be made useful.
If Gen. Hunter can dror

gani/.e them into regiments and battalions in
South Carolina, and use them to carry war in-

Africa,

say “(Jod-speed” to him. If
Hallcck can use them to fortify Memphis, Godspeed to that; if another commander cun use
to

we

them to convert

Vicksburg

into

an

island,

that, and if Hutler can
God-speed
use them to perform the hard toil beneath a
tropical sun, under which a Northern man
would sicken and die, then still another Godspeed for such a use of our colored brethren.
We have not a particle of squeamislmesu on
this point. Use them, under the restraints of
military order and discipline, in 0111/ troy,
another

to

with or without arms,

as

soldiers

or

as

labor-

political

find

leader

trying to prejudice the pro|>by denouncing it as a
scheme of abolitionists and fanatics, we mark
him down as a wilful deceiver, who thinks a
thousand times more of serving his party than of
serving his country, and whose boasted loyalty
is no deeper set than the color of an African's
a

skin.

Paris Hili., Me., July 14,18fi2.

alone,

we

repeat,

households,in
day of their
calamity.
While bathing on Monday evening, it is supposed he was seized w ith thecrainp, and before
help could reach him. he found a watery grave.
The body was recovered early on Tuesday
morning: and having been neatly prepared and
coffin’d for burial, it was brought by Mr. and
Mrs. Eaton, of the licadllcld Academy, to Danville Junction, where it was delivered to the
hands of the sorrow-stricken father, who bore
of the

this the

On

was

the first to break the

news

irreparable loss to the family.
Monday,—the day he w as drowned,

his

father in Portland, and his mother here, each
received a letter from him, bearing affectionmemories of home, and full of testimonials
of filial obedience ami love; and while his

ate

parents were happy in the letters they had received, and read over and over again during
the

day, how little did they dream of the sad
tidings w hich were being written by an inscrutable Providence, whose
meanings will be a
life-sorrow to them, to be relieved only by the
trust of the heart in the wisdom and goodness
of God, and by the unspeakable consolations of
the religion of the Saviour.
M.
Hon. W. P. Fessenden, has laid
der renewed

was

connected with the

us

un-

obligations by his kind attentions.

EVENING PAPERS.

Win-

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
MATANZAS. Bark Canada—a* Midi 17 tierce, 1
brl molasaca .IHBrnwn k m.ii-Ih hhd, do
Chaw
Bro, A I 0—2 brla do. 2 brl, 1
bag „„rar, 2 brla .nolasrn, to order—(J brl, do, I box md-e, ;» doz
1
pine,
brl

Landiny
Kentucky—Confiscation Bill

HAVANA.
Bri* Sentland-12r.7 boxe, 66 hhd,
sugar. 1 rase cigars J S Miller—$2 hbds molasses W
II Kinsman, Boston—1 brl do order.

about the

gathering

His

throp

We have

only thing

letter

fitted to encourage the enemies than the friends
of the country—a movement along side of
which treason could

spring up, thrive and go
without the slightest inconvenience.

seed,

to

This meeting, under the management of its
getters-up, made Hon. Kichakd Bi’stkko
of its Vice Presidents.

one

Mr. Busteed is

a

prominent lawyer of that city, of Irish descent,
straight-forward, bold, impetuous, eloquent—a
who has been identified with intensified

man

democracy, no sore-head, not tender-footed on
the “negro question,” but inclined tola' a hardshell, and ready to go all proper lengtha, at
least,

to

accommodate the South and to secure

her in the
tions.

peaceful

maintenance of her institu-

But since the slaveholders have

precip-

itated the country into a war simply because
they could no longer rule it. anil make it a
mere

bob for their

“peculiar”

kite. Mr. Busteed,

like any other honest ami patriotic man, refuses to bow to the behests of traitors, or to

recognize

single right while they are
against the constitutional

in them a

in armed rebellion

authority
Having been made a Vice President of the
meeting referred to. in his absence and without his consent, and knowing the base purposes
of the land.

with which his name was to In- thus connect-

ed, and knowing further that the association
ofhis name with that movement would Ik- mis-

understood, and the weight of its influence be
given to projects which he could not approve,
he promptly addressed a note to the New York
Tribune, in w hich he declined the equivocal
compliment, and which contains the following
sharp and unmistakable language:
In concluding this war for the nation's life,
1 would act upon the advice of La Pucella to
Burgundy, “Strike those that hurt, and hurt
not those that help.”
1 am in favor of the restoration of the Union
as it was. with this qualification: It shall be
a
Union in which the citizens of each State shall
not only Ik1 entitled to have, but actually have,
“all privileges and immunities of citizens in
the several .States," and in whirh a New Yorker shall not be in peril of an application of tar
and feathers or hanging iu Georgia or Alabama. if he intimates that slavery is not a divine institution.
1 am rio{ in favor of maintaining “the const!union as u is,

any lunger

inuii is

requisite

in

amend it in the manner provided by law. 1
want a constitution in which then* shall la* no
saving clause or ambiguous provision in favor
of slavery, but whieh shall be founded upon
the principle of God's eternal justice, ami
square with Ilis golden rule.
These sentiment*, you |s*rreivc, disqualify
ine from fraternizing with tlie so-called "AntiAhnlitiou, anti-secession” gathering at the
Cooper Institute. They rather place me within tlie anathema and death sentence pronounced
by that di-tiiigiii-hed orator, Fernando Wood,
against those who believe that “all men are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable right*, among which ‘are life, liberty anti
the pursuit of happiness.’”
RiniAitD Uustf.kii.
No. 257 Broadway, New York, July 3, lStSi

Heroic

Dnring.

the

bravery of the Maine boys in tlie army is
proverbial, and individual instances of heroic
daring an* coming to our knowledge every
day; and as time passes, these instances will
multiply until Maine will show a hand of heroes worthy of any age.
An instance occurs
to us.

When the “army of the Potomac” was before
Yorktown, some companies of the Maine Sev-

themselves

on

as

skirmishers, and found
a little crooked

the banks of

stream, on tlie opposite side of whicli was posted a strong rebel force, well fortified. A |H>rtion of Company K had found
little point, caused by a bend

their way to a
of tlie stream,

vinced that

by an interby tlie rebel riOne of our generals, desirous of posting
artillery, requested that the fire of the

separated

fles.
some

from the main land

was

skirmishers should
to

inform those who

who

in

eease

placed

position, and

certainly

until their guns could
Lieut. Fooo started

not

surpassed,

Fkom .ship Island.—A private li tter from
Ship Island states that the Fifteenth is not in
so prosperous condition as is desirable.
The

posted on the front,
by ( apt. Coohkaxk.

writer says, nearly all the officers have taken
the letters from their caps. Gen.
Shepley is a

point unharmed,

gaining
and delivered the general's order. While there
the reiiel squad was increased to seven, who.
with loaded rifles, were waiting to riddle him.
Nothing daunted, the gallant lieutenant started
on his return, knowing the greeting he would
receive. Nine times they tired, one bullet passing through his cap, one through liis pantaloons, and one through his coat, but tlie brave
fellow escaped unharmed.

ism of Judge Davis of this city, became he
does not resign his seat on the Bench and en-

Notice of New Publication*.

list in the army. Judge D’s pleasantries in relation to the matter at the late City Hall meet-

the

favorite among the fathers of the Crescent

City.

They think he knows more about
chartered rights and financial matters
they do themselves.
£F* Cur attention has been called to
communication in the Evening Courier,
is thought to cast a reflection ujmnthe

Here is

...

ness

to

ing

ability.

care

printers,

—in

K'l

"t”

the

Mayor of the city
received from the Governor the following despatch, which explains itself. Subsequently
we received by telegraph the General Order
referred to, which will be found in this paper:
17.

General Order, No. 22, this day issued, in-

the State bounty to recruits in new
Regiments, to forty-five dollars, and in old Regiments to fifty-five dollars. This change is
rendered expedient in consequence of recent
action of towns in different parts of the State,
and in order to relieve such towns in part, and
to equalize the burdens.
1. Washburn, Jr.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor.
creases

communication—recommending

a

~

& 'Major O. C. Whitehouse, one of our allotment agents, whose return from Ship Island
we noticed a day or two since, brought with
him from the 14th Regiment, $28,000, and
thinks returned officers and soldiers have

brought about $7000 more. From the 15th
regiment lie brought $10,000. The 13tli Regiment, at Ship Island, is not yet paid. The allotment of the 12th Regiment, $13000, will
be received for several weeks.

JUM*,

vio-

discourage our people in
enlisting. We did not see the communication until we read it in proof, and then
we marked out the
objectionable paragraph,

relation to

|

and directed it to lie left out of tile paper, but
by one of those oversights which sometimes
occur in making
up forms, even w ith extreme
tile direction upon the proof sheet was
The Press recommends no violence or disregard of law—especially in cases
in relation to which we have good and wholecare,

some

statutes.

lawlessness

or

It will in

anarchy,

recommend

no eaae

in

dealing

with men in

midst, though it will heartily rejoice at the
application of any correctives of latent treason,
w hen prescribed under tin- forms of
law, or by
the legitimate legal authorities. It must be a
our

very extreme ease to justify
than this.

anything

farther

EJP* The canal designed to convert
burg into an island city, owiug to the
of the water, appears to be practically

Vicksdecline
a

Jail-

tire.

The town of

not

ji

overlooked.

Increase of State Bounty.

Augusta, July

hich

lence to those who

Goby's Lady Book for August is received.
Godey's fashion plates are unrivalled for beau-

Yesterday afternoon

w

Yesterday morning, very much to our
chagrin, a paragraph appeared in the columns
ofthe Press of a most objectionable character

Cushing.

ty and accuracy. The steel engraving,“Daniel
Web ster at the tomb of Shakepeare" is a
beautiful picture. Terms $3 per annum, in
advance. Address L. A. Godey, Philadelphia,
Pa.

brief

Zff

much

as ha* Itecn bestowed upon the one before
The book bears favorable testimony to the

Messrs Foster A

a

aid the government, w ith his means
or his brain, to the full extent ofhis

his muscle

It would Is* fortunate for comgenerations if every town in the State
as

are

Cambridge Market—July 16.
Whole number of Cattle at market 4flS; shout 425
Be'-ve- and 73 Stores, consisting of Working
Oxen,
kli’eli l ows, xml one. two and three v.-arold
Prices of Market Beef—Extra 86 2V a it
first
quality *<S: second quality 85 25; third quality 84.

(in:

Working Oxen—p pair.

none.

<'on anil Calves— 825 h 43.
Yearlings, none; two years old, none; three rears
old. *20 a 21.
Sheep and leamb*—2120 at market: price* in lota
82 « 2 25 each; extra 83 05 a 4. or from 3 « 4ic ® lh.
Spring I .a ini**—j*2 00 a 4 50.
Hide*—0 n fUc *> th.
|h.
Tallow—6j n HJ
Felta—*>2 .a 75c each.
f alf Skin*—8 n 9c V* ft>Veal Valve*—from <4 00 to *H 50.
Number from each State:—
•
Tattle. Sh’pft I.'b*. Valve*. Hornes.
Now llnui|»hire. 197
7*W.
Vermont. 233
817.
Massachusetts,. ,<>>7
New York.
15. 175.
\V«**tern. 32.
Canada. 21. 115.
...

~72

498

health, subject to hemorrhage ofthe lungs .and
is obliged to avoid all severe exertion and excitement, as they serve to increase the difficulty- Judge Davis is Is-hiud no man in willing-

much interest.

with

than

justice to the learned gentleman it may
he stated, that lie is a man of
very delicate

the present time, ami biographical sketches of
the first settlers, which we have examined w ith

history prepared

New Yoke, July 17.
Harper’s Kerry correspondent of the Tribune, under drte or July 15, states that fears

2120
195
It.—Beef, extra and first quality includes nothing hut the l»est large, fat. stall-fed Oxen.
Second
include* the best gras* fed Oxen,
the heat stall-fed Cows, aud the beat three year old
Steer*.
Ordinary con*i*ts of the Bull*, and the refu*e lot*.
Sheep, extra include* Co*set*. and wheu tho*e of
inferior quality are thrown out.
There were
car* over the Orand Trunk and
Eastern Kailroad: 91 over the Boetnn ami Lowell;
and 44 over the Fitchburg;
Of those over the Fitchburg were from Albany.*
N.

quality

—

—

lint in

a book of 238 pages, containing the
Gorham from its early settlement to

could have it*

their

patriot-

A History of the Town of Gorham. Me.
Prepared at tile request of the town by Josiali Pierce. Portland: Foster «fc Cushing
and Hailey A Noyes. 18<I2.

history of

at

con-

in this, or any other
market. Let all in want of a
really good article give them a call.

He found himself, while crossing the little open
apace, the mark for four reiiel shar|is!moters,
but succeeded in

are

do not

were

commanded

were

We

no

tion. simplicity and tasteftilness of design, we
believe these machines are equalled,

commanded

be

its

recommendation of ours would
be so effective as a personal visit to their
rooms,
and wiU only say that, for rapidity of execu-

which was well covered with wood, and which
But this little point

was

ol

or

agents in this city and State.

overlooked the rebel fort.
vale, which

|

reported

~

We have heretofore mentioned the fact that

enth were detailed

controversy with the

no

Approved.

Ferry—

entertained that we shall sonn have trouble.
any
correspondents, in rela- i In
consequence of the threatening appearance
tion to the liberality, or lack of
liberality, of ! of matters at Winchester, the stores and all
the city of Portland towards the soldiers. We I other valuables of the
army have been safely
have stated only facts, and shall not
appeal to removed here.
It
is
here
that our pickets were
reported
prejudice. It seems as poor economy to dedriven in below Winchester last evening.
preciate the patriotism and good name of our
In anticipation of danger the telegraph office
cities as it is to lessen confidence in our miliat that place has
been removed a mile from
town, near the fortifications.
tary commanders. We learn that the Portland
The IHends of the South here and at MarBanks were among the first in the State to
tinsburg are acting as if they had heard good
tender money to the Governor to use to secure
news, and express confidence that the rebels
enlistments, and the Banks of the city, in their will make a raid into the Valley as far as Winpatriotic endeavors, are but representatives of chester before many days.
There seems to be a general impression here
the city itself.
that Winchester will be tlie scene of a tierce
battle liefore a week.
The call for the War meeting in Bath,
It is rumored that Jackson with half the
Saturday evening, is headed by the Mayor and
large army which he took to Kichmond so sudis numerously signed.
denly, has returned and been reinforced by
numerous guerrilla bands.
2W‘ Governor Johnson is to visit Memphis
During tlie past ten days our vast depots of
this week, and the Hullrtin says his
presence
supplies at New Creek, Martinslmrg and other
is much dreaded by some aud desired
by oth- places have been broken up and the stores reers.
moved elsewhere.
The Times' army correspondent under date
EF*We would caH attention to the ad vestiseof 15th. states the position of the main
body of
ment for Proposals for Paddle Wheel
Steamers, the army near Harrison's Lauding, remains
in another column.
unchanged.
Yesterday a squadron of the 6th U. S. cavGen. Butler has Imprisoned two men
alry went a mile beyond the pickets for the
at Ship Island for
sacriligious uses of (tones of purpose of preventing the surprise of a fatigue
alleged federal soldiers, who liad Iteen killed in party. The enemy’s videttes were discovered
half a mile in advanee. For upwards of two
(tattle, and he has also imprisoned one woman,
hours the two parties sat quietly on their
a Mrs.
Phillips, for mocking and deriding at horses,
watching each other until the enemy
the funeral obsequies of a federal officer. Butbecame exceedingly restless and showed
signs
ler shows pluck, and acts with marked decision
of hostility. The 6th allowed him to advance
a few yards, and then
and justice, and yet we are at a loss to see
gave him a volley from
their carbines. A few shots were tired in rewherein the offenders differ, in spirit and inturn by the rebels, on which
they turned about
fluence. from a class of persons in Maine, w ho
and galloped off. No one injured on our side.
curl their lips at the news of every federal vicThe enemy lost three wounded and one taken
prisoner. At night the pickets were posted on
tory, sneer at the uniform of the soldier and
the line occupied by the
cavalry, consequently
the emblems of loyalty, and never look half so
our pickets advanced one mile."
natured
as
good
The main force of the rebels is not less than
immediately after a supjtosed
15 miles from our exterior line, which would
federal reverse.
locate them on the Trent and Gaines' Mills.the
Gen. McClellan and the Contkaformer of which is oq the west and tlie latter
l! A NI is.—The
correspondent of the New York on the east side of the Chickahominy.
Our new base of operations will lead to our
World says "the letter which Senator Harris
approaching Kichmond from another quarter
caused to l>e read to-day from Gen.
McClellan, than that of Mechanicsville or Fair Oaks. The
saying that he had used all slaves coming with- public will readily perceive the direction most
in his lines, and had not
likely to lie taken by the enemy. The only
enough now to siijqily
question is when wrill active operations lie comhis w ants, caused quitea sensation in
Congress
menced.
in view of the popular belief that hir
practice
I he people of the North are as
competent as
hail Iteen quite the reverse.”
myself to judge of what is required to hasten
forward
the
moment.
Give us reauspicious
2 Z? General McCall is safe and well, alinforcements and we will give you Kichmond.
though a prisoner at Richmond.
Reinforcements have already arrived; but do
SF Mr. Alfred Ladd of Augusta, has re- not fear repletion—the more men we have and
the sooner they join us, the lietter it will be for
turned home after four months service in the
themselves, and the country and the cause.
Keitel army, into which he was imjtressed, and
The transport Vanderbilt with a flag of truce,
from which he deserted. He
gives no very went up the river yesterday for the purpose of
bringing down our sick and wounded. She
flattering account of their condition.
returned at a late hour last night, with about
Mr. S. S. Farnliam of Augusta, was
1*00 on board.
severely cut In the right arm and left hand, by
a scythe which he was
Loosvii.i.e. July 16.
grinding in a machine
Morgan was at Mtalway yesterday and cut
shop. He is however doing well.
the telegraph, tore up the 'railroad and took
-ff About forty returned prisoners and
everything convertible to his use. He had
some furloughed men and
deserters, left Au- four twelve pound howitzers, but is said to
ba\e had only six rounds of ammunition. He
gusta to-day, (Thursday) for Annapolis, under
left for Georgetown last evening and
encampof
Brown
of
the cavalry.
charge
Capt.
ed on Gonow Farm. He said he would visit
A meeting has been called by the citizens of
Lexington and Frankfort before lie got
through with his job. Lexingtonians say they
Augusta, for Tuesday next, to see what bounty have
ample force to protect the town, hut not
the city will give recruits. It is believed that
enough to take the offensive.
Augusta will be behind no other place in this
Later.—Our pickets are falling back on
tile Georgetown road. The rebels are apmatter.
proaching in force. Our men. with several
Zff Recruiting throughout the State is impieces of artillery, are marching on Georgetown to meet the rebels.
The railroad and
proving very fast.
telegraph to Medway are repaired, but the
iffJ The oftirial account of the part which
burnt bridge at Kevsors has not yet been rethe lid regiment had in the battles before Richbuilt.
mond is highly creditable to them.
Maj. Burt
Washinotos, July 17.
was acting
Colonel, on account of the siekness
Among the confirmations by the Senate last
ol Col. Staples. The regiment had a hard
night, were that of S. F. Miller as Associate
time, but Imre itself most uobly.
Judge of the Supreme Court; Charles It. Fessenden and J. It. Frnthingham as Aides de
R M. Morrill will please
accept
Camp, with rank of Colonel and Lieutenant
our thanks for valuable pub. docs.
Colonel respectively; C. F. ltuckiuhani as
Brig. Gen. of Vols.; Henry Connelly to Gov.
il“By an advertisement in our daily, to of
New Mexico; F. Salmon, Brig. General of
w hich we call the attention of our
it
readers,
YoN. ;C. C. Washburn, Col. J. Ammon, CoL
will be seen that our friends. Messrs. Storer
J. Gill. Brig. Gen’ls.
The President has approved the confiscation
A Cutler, have opened at their extensive establishment, 58 and GO, Middle St, a tine suit of act, and the act supplimentary thereto, in atldition to various other bills of a public ami
rooms 6>r the sale of the
Empire Sewing Ma- private character.
chines, Ibr which they have been appointed

Courier

name

August,

—Matters in

writers will be in their element: and so will
their readers—in the fog.

referred to that

Hall Convention of last

Threatened Difficulty at Harper's
Stores Demoted—Our Pickets
driven in—Fierce Hattie expected
chester—Skirmish at Harrison's

ter

served to screen the evil purposes of the managers, and to redeem the whole movement
from utter execration. It was a sort of Win-

skill of the

it to Paris, and

Ex-Gov. Wickliffe.

to

and

child of one of Portland's favorite men, William
Chase, Esq., for whom and whose family, a deep
sympathy will pervade the business communi-

t

refer

we

us.

distressing death by drow ning of George
William Chase, which occurred at Kent's Hill,
on Monday last.
He was the son, and eldest

LATEST BY

EF” The war correspondence of the papers
is decidedly meagre.
Little else than war
speculations and repeated stories are given.
Stirring times are looked for, and then the let-

“Anti-Abolition, anti-secession” gathering at
Cooper Institute, New York, at which Fernando Wood, James Brooks and other kindred
patriots (!) figured largely, and which saved
itself from utter execration only by a transparent trick—the bringing forward of an old
man from the heroic State of old
Kentucky;

To the Editor* of the I* re** :—A deep gloom
has been cast over this village, by the sudden

ty and many

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

ot his Ancestral name.

The readers of the Press have heard of the

•••*■»

we

osition referred to

use

prepare

..II

In view of such facts therefore, when

and this leads us to the re-

maddening draught of whiskey and
gunpowder: and, thus pre|tared, delirious with
passion, and oblivious to all moral sense, they
are pitted against our soldiers.
God forbid
that any velvet policy should longer hold back
the American people, to prevent them from
making an end of a work for which they have
no taste, and which they have entered
upon,
and are determined to see through, not from
any love of war, not from any disregard of our
common brotherhood, but from as high a sense
of duty as ever animated that honest old
Roundhead, Oliver Cromwell, or as swelled
the hearts of Hancock, Jefferson, and Adams,
when they placed their names to the immortal
Declaration of Independence.

■

all tlie means that are known in civilized warfare to suppress this rebellion and
puuish the rebels. I would not hesitate for a
moment.
I will vote for any measure to that
end.

mark that every muscle, no matter whether
covered by a white or a dark skin, should lie
made available for this purpose. The rebels
hesitate not to

-'

k...l

resort to

immunity; ana humanity demands that abort
work should be made of it, and w ill sanction
whatever means

Senator Henderson of Missouri also

“I admit that at one time I was not in favor
of employing the blacks. I did not believe it
was good policy; but I hail no conscientious
scruples on the subject. But, sir, the example was set us long ago and has lieen continued for years by Great Britain. She has
kept
in the Canadas one or more regiments of blacks
for years u|H>n our frontier, in sight of the
American flag; and who, North or South,has
ever raised a question as to her
right to do so,
or as to the moral effect it had
upon the community? We all acquiesced in it; no one said
it was wrong; and if it was not wrong for
Great Britain to have regiments of armed
blacks to protect her frontiers against us, is it
wrong for us to employ the same means to put
down reliels? especially when they resort to
infernal machines, to torpedoes, to assassinations, to poison; shall we, from any sickly motives of delicacy and mistaken tenderness,hesitate ? We have not men enough on the Potomac to authorize an advance, and unleta we
get them soon we must cease our exertions to
maintain the integrity of the Union. God
knows we can employ no means worse than
the rebels have employed; but I would not

removed, and to be allowed to take rebellion

by the throat,

that Senator

ridge democrat, a few days since in the Senate,
a« re|>orted in the
Congressional Globe, said:

ask to have restraints

people

to favor the
member of Bu-

the war would ever put down the rebellion.
The immediate confiscation of ull
property of
the rebels, from Slidell down to the lowest rebel owner, he believed was imperatively demanded, and he would remove any general who refused to use negroes that came within his lines.
The prompt punishment of traitors everywhere he desired meted out. This speech,
coming from a Union Democrat, fell with
splendid effect on the Senate, and w as one of
the most energetic of the entire session.
Senator Bice of Minnesota, a Breckin-

As Gen. Wallace

as

a

urged a more vigorous prosecution of the war.
The correspondent of the New York World,
referring to Senator Wright’s speech, the same
day it was delivered, says:
“He delivered a most vigorous speech in the
Senate to-day, in which he called loudly for a
more energetic prosecution of the war.
He
did not believe the cautious way of conducting

of the federal government, or
utter destruction.
The American people ask
the government to act upon this idea, and to

for Wab;

us

slaves.

virtue, and to-day the American ’people expect, nay, demand that vigor
shall mark all its efforts, that parleying shall

act

Stanton—supposed

Wednesday the telegraph inWright, of Indiana—a
life-long democrat—spoke at length in the
Senate, in favor of the policy of employing

a

submission

Sa

No-

chanan's cabinet.

formed

mistaken kindness. We are not sorry that
the government hat been forbearing and longsuffering in its policy, but the day for the exercise of such qualities is past; forbearauee

unconditional

Mr.

views of Gen. Hunter—was

a

—

iw>tlii»,r

spirit.

of the country. Gen. Hunter, now set
by all the pro-slavery hounds, is a demo-

crat.

of rebel

alternatives,
the authority

Imt

body urges the employment of the negro element. in all available ways, with more zeal
than do some of the most distinguished demo-

war

only

niittiparlnnlu

false in fact or more base in

more

tial Are.

shell,

up the imin the minds of honest and truly loy-

proposition to employ the
power of tiie colored man on the side
of the government, instead of allow ing it to

it leave the whole “sunny Mouth'' as
desolate as was Sodom after the rain of teles-

and

jtoliti-

keep

physical

though

powder

con-

al men, that the

intense that

rebels shall have the choice between

policy

of certain democratic

cians—would-be leaders—to

questions
people; but questions, nevertheless, in relation
to which the public mind is fast settling into a
No man,
remarkable degree of unanimity.
with half an eye, can fail to discover the uprising spirit of our people, or to foresee the all
but omnipotent flat of the popular will to put
down this infernal rebellion at whatever cost

so

fronted his offorts.

suppressing the rebellion, arc
now deeply agitating the American

fetter,

even

down upon the head of the monster with a
force that shall stop its breath as effectually as

the work of

so

is

seriously obstructed by the peculiar
curse of the rebel States, we hope, in the spirit
of “Old Hickory,” he will “take the responsibility," and “by the Eternal,” put his big foot
or

In what manner, anti to what extent, the
government shall use colored men as aids in

lire be kindled

wus necessary to deal blows
slave institution to accomplish
purposes of the war; hut if it

should become apparent to President Lincoln
and his chosen advisers, that slavery stands in

employment of Negroes for War Purposes.

fused the last slave

believe that it

directly at the
the legitimate

Republican District Committee.

to

We

the administration will heed it not, hut
march straight forward, and do its work regardless of such clamor. We have not wanted

John Lynch,
Natb'l G. Marshall,
J. A. Watkkman,
Skwall N. Gross,
Danikl Stinson,
John D. Lincoln,
Gko. if. Knowlton,

give place

link of slav-

hope

delegate

has ceased to be

a

unction than Jeff. Davis himself.

more

National Administrations, are requested to meet in
convention at the City Hall, In Portland, on Trim*
1>Av, the 13th day of August next, at 11 o'clcok, A.
M., lor the purpose of nom.nnting a candidate to represent the district in the 38th Congress.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each
city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and to
for every seventy-live votes
one additional
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor in
1861.
Tlie Committee mill be In session at the City Hall,
in Portland, on the morning of the Convention, at
10, A. M.. to receive credentials.

ness

consult the former.

prosecution of the war, howpressing the necessity, is a spirit paralyzing to the strong arm of power, and
one for the prevalence of which in the loyal
States, no man prays with more sincerity or

The Republicans, and all other citizens of the First
Congreaslonal District, w ho support the State and

is, the

mshe is hound

ever

FIRST DISTRICT.

The truth

duty,

light

ery in tlie further

Congressional Convention.

a

of a statesman's

to shed

which would refuse to break

For Registers of Deeds,
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. u. A. BARTON. Southern District.
For*.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred

so

ceases

spirit, too. which objects to the employment of physical force, because that force
is wrapped in a dark colored envelope, or

..

to do

silent, and

And the

For County Treasurers,
Aroostook
.SAM’I, BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

in it shall be

path

the

on

Sheriffs,

Aroostook ..WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

though

of the

pledge

any means needful to save it from subversion
and overt brow ! The idea is a fallacy worthy
only of a brain too small to comprehend the

For County Commissioners,
JrooitoolTHOMAS J. BROWN, of Ifodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Tork,.„.PIMoK ROBERTS, of Lrman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

July 16,1863.

use

the

Fur Senators,

For

A Democrat worthy

we

Springfield

has

already

raised her quota—nine men—without other
bounty and the pat-

stimulant than the State
riotism of her people.

El?"’ Two hundred and
ed in I.ew iston and

two men

Auburn,

up to

had enlist-

Wednesday

evening.
E#" There

was

in the article yesto the city's aid to

an error

terday morning, relating
volunteers, *511 having been used
*100, hut the error was too obvious

instead of
to

mislead.

BROKERS’ BOARD BOSTON. Jmly 17.
10 Bo*ton and Maine Railroad.110
9 Eastern Kailroad..
HI
W00 l uited State* Coupon Sixe* (1881).
100
*•>.•**».no.

•12.000 .do.

993
991

•1,000.do.99'?

•8,000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes
102!
•4.200 .do.
1021
•6,000.do.
log!
•8,06ft.do..
•W00 U. S. < ertiticatc* of Indebtedness..98}
•2,500 United States Demand Notes.1071
•26.000 .do.IO73
•1000 United States Coupon Sixes (1882). im»4
•4.060 U. S. Coupon*. August 19,.1W
...

• 1.103 American

Gold.117

•1.071.do.
117
•1,000 .do..117
•943.do.
117
94,000 .do.* .117

•5.<XK).do.117
MARRIED.

In Thomaston 14th inst. Cant Samuel C Jordan to
Miss Lizzie F Knnlett, both of T.
In Prentiss 6th inst. Mr Horace M Judkins, of P,
to Mi** Melissa t.ibb, of Carrol).
In
Pith iust. Mr James 11 French of l*alm\ 1 a. to Mis* Lucinda P King, of N.
In Augusta 13th inst. Mr Ldiuuud W Getchell, of
A, to Miss Julia A Marshal!, of Scarsport.
In Last Vassalboro, Nathaniel D Webb, of I'nitv,
to Mi** Lizzie M Tarbell, of Boston; 13th. Otisi)
Da\is to Miss Laureuda A Bremner, both of Winslow.
In Windsor 14th inst, George F Johnson to Miss

Newport

Mary Fletcher.

In Boston 14th inst, Mr Frank I) Lmerv, of Corinna Me, to Miss Lucy J Haskell, of Acworth Nil.
1 Charlestown Mass. 15th inst,Mr lleitrv TThomas,
of Milford Me, to Miss Eliza J Clark, ofC.

DIED.
In Rockland 10th inst. Marietta.daughter of Henry
L and Phelie Poland, aged 1 year 11 mo* and 19 days.
In Farmington 13th inst, Esther, wife of Win Morrison. aged 40 years.
In Kiurfleld 13th inst, Mrs Mary Longlev, aged 87
years ami 4 mos.
In Pittston 11th inst, Arthur L, son of L 8 and C P
James, aged 8 months and 2 davs.
Rio N ewport 12th iust. Miss Martha l’ushaw, aged
20 years.
In Augusta 27th lilt, George R P, sou of Charles
and Betsey Winter, aged 7 years 5 mos.
In Belgrade 8th inst. Marv E, daughter of Jacob
and Hannah Clough, aged Id year* 5 mos
In liiidgton, Artemas Brigham, aged 83 years
In Salisbury, Mass. Duiai.da. wire of \V111 Page,
formerly ol' lla'lowell, aged 28 years.
At llygeia Hospital, Fortress Monroe, 5tli inst,
Sylvanus Humphrey, of Co E. 2d Me Regiment.
Killed on the Mouiul City. Whitc River, Ark.l^wis
H small, of Machias. aged 28 year*.
At Harrison's Landing, Va. 4th iust, Mr Joseph D
Carr, of Hallow ell, of Co E, 3d Me Regiment, aged 22

yeais.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
STATE OF MAINE.

limes master.

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian liue, which call at

Liverpool

Londonderry.

TO ARRIVE.

Borussia.Southampton.New
of

City

New

York
New York

York Liverpool

Julv

Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec.Julv
Persia.Liverpool.New York. July
Han*a.Southampton. New York..July
City of \Va*hing’ii.Liverpool.New York. July
North American
Liverpool.Quebec.July
;.Liverpool.New

2
2
3

.July

6
9
9

10

July
July
July
.July

12
16
16
19

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.July
New

16

*i.axo,,,a.Southampton.New
V,na .Liverpool.New
Australasian.Liverpool.New
TO

York.
York
York.
York.

DEPART.

Kangaroo

York..Liverpool

July 19

Luropa;.Boston.Liverpool.July
Great Eastern.New York..

28
Liverpool.July 26
Ix c.IJverpool
July 26
Qu.
New Y ork.New York
Bremen.Aug 2

Norwegian

PASSENGERS.
In the Canada, from Matanzas—Mrs J F
Springer,
three children and servant, Win T
Novcs, George W
Kand. John II Hailey, of Portland.
In the Scotland, from Havana—J L Talbot, of Scarborough; Stephen White, of Boston.

MINIATURE ALMAXAC-Friday, July 1*
Sun rises, morn.4 .34 I Length of
days.... 15 3
Sun sets, eve.7 37 | Moon rises.10 69

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Thararfaf, J.lf 17.
ARRIVED.
Bark Canada. Mitchell, Matanza, 3d In.t. Sailed
In cn with brig Condo via, for Koaton, and sch Windward, for New York.
Bark Ionic, Hutchinson, Boston—while coining
np
the harbor, misstat ed and grounded off the Breakwater, but came oil next tide without damage.
Brig Scotland, MrLellan. Havana 29th ult.
Brig Forest State, Harriman, Baugor for Norfolk
Va.
Sch Orono, Cousins. Yarmouth X8.
Sch White Sea, Littlefield, Philadelphia.
Sch Win June*. Jones, Philadelphia.
Sch Brave.
Albany NY.
Sch Hautiie Westbrook, Littlejohn. Boston.
Sch Jas Garcelon, Anderson. Boston.
Sch Eliza Francis, Fossett, Bangor.
.Sch Sarah Elizabeth, Webber, Hamariscntta.
Steamer Forest City. Field,Boston for St John NB.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

Crosby,

CLEARED.

o.

Stag, (Br) McCuniber, Cumberland NS,master.
SA1LEH—Brigs Fannie. Ross, <'ienfuegos; Queen
of the South, Chapman, Baltimore.
A Great

Caroo—Ship

S

E

Smith cleared from

Bangor lor IJverpool 14tli itiat, with a cargo of
1,040,000 feet of lumber (deals). This is the largest

cargo

ever

ttaugor.

cleared from

disasters.
Brig William Crawford, before reported at New
Bedford dismasted, is re*hipping her cargo
(heading)
onboard cch l>r hane, for Philadelphia. The brig
will

probably be sold at auction.
Brig Rockingham, frn Boston, ar at Port an Prince
ou the 38th of June with loss of
foretopmast; fee.
Per steamship Persia, at New York.
Cld at Marseilles 2d inst, J Montgomery,Hamilton,
New York.
• Aral Gibraltar 27th
ult, Retseua, Wood, Malaga
for Boston.
Sailed from Bordeaux 1st iust, Yandalia, Patten.
New York.
Ar at Antwerp 4th inst, E liulkley, Ross, Boston
Ar at London 6th inst, Plymouth Rock.Hammond,
New York.
But outward 4th, Central America, Berry, Boston.
Aral Falmouth 6th, Byzantium. Robinson. It York
for London.
Ar at Cardiff 3d. Village Belle.
Harding. Barnstable
.Sailed from gueenstown4th. Brandywine,Mitchell,
from New Y ork for l*oudon.
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, Trimountain, Field, Bangor.
Sailed 3d. Toluca, llerriinan. Belfast Me; 4th,Amoa
M Roberts. Colson. Camden Me.
Cld 4th, George Green, Fairbanks. I hi’ad
’ph a
Kut for Idg 3n, John Wiuthrop, Eidridge, Bangor.

Bailed from Buenos Ayres May

Rogers, Antwerp.
Ar

dike,

at Montevideo
t ardiff.

)
AnjfTAjiT l,E>KRAi.'a Omen,
j
,7,h’ im >

au',*,J“lT
*r,inn °r *«ip"
•A’JESlrsiB
w.f "■*
iT®1 different part* of the State, in offering
general order No
*'*

liberal bounties to their volunteer* under

10, Harps* ell,

May 18, Kate Sweetland, Thorn-

Sailed from Rio Janeiro June 6, Indus, Smtih.New
Y ork.
In port 7th, Pleiades.
for Pacific; Garnet,
Bradford, for Calcutta.
—

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed from Liverpool 2d inst, ship Dreadnought,
Samuels, New York.
In the river, outward hound. 3*1. ship* Adelaide.
Pell. Robertson, for Philadelphia: Dread nought.
Samuels, for New York.
Ar at Callao 14th ult. ship Afa’anta, Morrill, Chinebas; 16th, ship Enoch Ta'bot, Talbout. Panama (and
sailed l**rh for ( hi no ha*); Elizabeth Cushing,I’lumer.
Valparaiso (and sailed 24th for Chinchaa).
Sailed 18th, ships Golden Cross, Snell, and Greenwood, Stone. Antwerp.
Ar at Valparaiso 7th ult, reh Ann Eliza. Freeman,
from Boston Jan 27 for Honolulu. Had lost three
of her crew bv au attack from Indians on the coast of
1
Terra del Fuego.
ANo 7th ult, ship Jamea Littlefield.
Pottea.Sydney
^
>ai!ed 7th, l>ark Avon, to load on the coast.
Sailed from tyueuoa Ayres May 19. ship
Harpswell,

Adams, Antwerp.

Proposals for Building Side-Wheel
Gunboats.
NAVT DEPARTMENT will, until the snth
day of July, receive propositions from sMp-bnilder* actually engaged in the construction
of vessels,
for the construction of the hull of a
double-bowed
side-wheel gunboat, with rudder at each end,
protected by the stems; the masts, rigging, sails for fore-andan schooner rig, and awnings; four
boats, with all
tb<‘ir fitting* and equipments complete; tanks for
20»X) gallons of water, with the
necessary casks, breakers. buckets. Ac.
The vessel completed in every respect with all the fittings for sea service, except ordnance. anchors and cables, furniture, cooking utensils, instruments, and stores, which will be tarnished

THE

by

the Governent.
The tenglh of the vessel, including both rabbets on
line 7 feet 6 inches above the lower
c*dge of rabbet
of the keel, to be 23S feet: the extreme breadth
85
feet, and the depth of hold from throat of floor thuher to lower side of deck-nlank 12 feet. The
displacement to a line 7 feet 6 inches above the lower
edge of
rabbet of bottom plank to be 30,500 cubic feet
The
aige of the principal material* are to lw» as
follows,
other parts being in due proportion as in naval
*el« ot this class: Keel of white oak, 14 bv 64
inches,
inch copper bolts; stem of
sesrph fastened with
white oak. sided 10 inches, and properly secured in
openings for rudder and to keel with composition
knee; frame of white oak. white chestnut, and hackmet ark; timber and room 24
26 and 26 inches;
floor timber sided 7 to 6 inches; futtorks 6 to 6
inches; top timber* 5 Indies: moulded in throat
13 inches, in bilge 9 inches, at head
ty inches
limber of frame c’ose together.
Space between
fames level with throat of fl*»or. filled in with white
pit c. Main keelson of white oak. 13 by 16 inches,
Atdened with two copper bolts in each frame of inch.
Hi1 ge keelson of w hite oak or vellow
pine, fastened
with enppor holt, j inch in dkmrt.r nndtr <• jlne
frame and boilers; the remainder with iron. B east
hook* of white oak, sided 7) inches.
1 MagonaJ h. aces
in two tiers 34 by j tach aniidshi|M snd 3
by 7-16 toward* the ends; the upper strap 34 bv
j inch. Bilge
strakes of oak or yellow pine. 4j inches thick. 6 strakes
of 9 inches wide on each side. Oiling three ii ches.
< lumps of white oak 4 inches thick, three strakes
12
inches, bolted edgew ise. Berth deck beams of white
sided 6) moulded 6 inches, the four longest
cams to have lodge kuee*.
Berth deck plank while
pine, upper deck beams of vellow pine or white oak.
sided 11 to 10 inches, mouMed 9 inches in the middle
and 6 inches at the end. One hanging knee at each
a

real

j

—

Eine,

the l>ram*. Hanging knees sided 7 inches, the remaining knee* 6 inches. Waterway* and thick sti akes
of vel’ow pine or oak, jogged over beams, and tot©nod with \ inch iron. Heck plank of veilow tone 4
imho*. if oak, 3j inches thick.
o (white
»*ak. in thickness 3 inches. Larboard strokes of v hit*
oak. 4j inches thick. Bottom plank of white on It, &l
iucher thick. Wales of white oak, 4 inches thic x; in
width. 7} inches; square fastened, the bottom with
thiee treenails and one composition spike: the
garboard strokes with two copper bolts and two treenails; the wales, above the copper fastening. with 1
inch iron bolt* and iron spikes; butt bolta in diameter. ] inch. Popper fastening to extend up to 8 feet
4 inches above tin* lower edge of rabbet or keel. The
bottom sheathed w ith 24 ounce
copper to 7 fret 9 inches above the rabbet of the keel.
The wheels will be
overhung, the guards made as short fore and aft na
and
th#*
wheel-house
built in the usual
practicable,
war.
The bulwarks to be of 6-16 plate iron. Tbn
builder* of the vessel will make the wood-frame for
the inclined engine*, securing it with wood knees and
to the keelson*, and will do all the wood work neocwsary iu placing the machinery. The cabin, wardroom, steerage aud between decks, the hofda, bolts,
steering-wheel, pumps, scuppers, capstans, hammock
rail, caulking, joiners, plumbing, painting, and tbe
other detail, as tar as the contract stipulates to cover,
is to be complied in accordance with the usages of the

.Hpirkeiting

navr.

The bidders need only send a drawing, shoving the
shape of one half the vessel, having the rrouisitc di«p'acement. as both ends are alike, and, if they think
a plain m«»del of the same.
proper,
The proposals must state tl»e price for which they
will agree

to

have the vessel ready to receive the

machinery.

The u«ual conditions of government contracts wiil
observed, and payments will be made as the work
progresses, and twenty per cent, retained till the satinctonr completion of the contract.
The bid* must be accompanied by the guaranty reqnired by law, that if the contract is awarded it will
be duly executed. The 1 department reserve* the right
to reject any or all of the proposals received under
this advertisement, if in its opiaiou the public interest require* it.
The
must be endorsed
"Proposals far
Paddle-Wheel Steamers," to distinguish them from
other business letter*, and will be addressed to the
"Secretary of tin* Navy.”
Proposition* will be received for similar vessels of
Iron, or of iron and wood combined
Juil7 2aw2w
be

proposals

At Zaza 2dth ult, hark t nion. Tripp, for New Y'ork
10 days; brig William k Mary, Norton, for do do
At Sagua 3d tilt, bark Hannah ( rocker, for New
York 2 or 3 days.
At do 2d inst, brig A F tarrabee, Carlisle, from

execute
artistic
Ornamcutal Painting, such
WILL

Bangor, disg.

George Darby. Rogers,

SPOKEN.
May 27, lat 2 27 N. Ion 23 30 W, ship Fndaunted.
from Loudon for Calcutta.
Jtilv 4. off Cape Hatferas, brig Ida McLeod, from
Ni w York for Ship Island.
July 8. lat 31. Ion 70, bark (Quincy, from Sagua.
48, ship Cowper, from Lon-

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Mein

Michigan.

Atmosphere,

Bangor.

NEW HAVEN
Sailed 16th, bark Evening Star.
Mansfield' New York.
PROVIDENCE. Ar 16th, sch Lizzie 33’ Dyer, McDutfic. Portland.
NEWPORT. In port 16th. Hurd. Snow, Rockland
for New York; Massachusetts, Gott, do fordo; Artist. Somerset fordo.
BRISTOL. Ar 17th. brig Croton. Eddy. Matan/a*.
BOSTON. Ar 16th, sell* M S Hathaway, Hathaway, Fort LeeNY; Hudson, Warren, Port Ewcu;

Telegraphed, ship Cav alier, from Liverpool: bark I

3'alparaiso.

GLOUCESTER. Ar lPh, sch Almira, Pussej,
Calais for 33’iekford.
Cld 15th, brig Cmnstadt, llomaus, Suiinam.
SULLIVAN. Sailed lMb, sch Henry Clay, lllaisdoM. Boston
MACHIAS. Ar 13th, sell Carroll, C’rocker, Philadelphia.
ELLSWORTH. Sailed 10th, sch Forester. Jordan.
Providence.
BANGOR Ar 16th. ship 3Vallace, Lane, Boston
to load for Liv erptad.
cld 141th, slop Majestic, Xewcomb. Bristol E.
BATH.
\r 16th, brig Irene. ( offlu. Plum Point
Md
(

Id

16th, sch Dennis. Biadshaw, Londonderry NS.

manner
as

all kinds of

A long and thorough apprenticeship to tbe mechanic*' branch of the business, aud several rears study
in the higher branches of the art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he
by diligence and constant attention to business to merit tbe patrouage of
the public.

hopes

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
No. 175 Middle

Street, nearly opposite junction of
Free Street.
jull4d4w

Lo*t,

li’xtcrdH),

INFANT’S BLANKET, on Tin* or Conrtrrrti, it ia thought, between Dow anil

VXKrf"

(> i'H‘11 .rrrrU.
The tinder will confer a great throe by Irariag it at
the Mom of W L. Witnoa, t'ongrrwutrcrt.
jltnt

IF

YOU

-VAST TH*-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

foil to call nt No. 27 Market Square, whore
they tako I’EBIEfT LIKENESSES, and war•alufactiou, at pnere which defy coupetittou.

DO
rant

N\

not

B.—Large Ambrotype. oaf, Fatten Mat,.
TRASK A

LEWIS,

MnrUot Squiire, h'tl I'rohlo St.
dtf
July 14th, ISS3.

ST

Flodiffd Railroad Bonds for Sale.
fllHE Subscriber will sell at Public Auction to the
A. highest bidder on tne 31st of July, 1862, at eleven o’clock A. M., at the office of Nathaniel
Brown.
Broker, 132 Exchange Street. Honda of the Androscoggin Kail road Co., to the amount ofrjftm.00,
recured bv the third mortgage of said Kailroad, dated
l>cc. 11, 1886: also t'oiinon* Nor. 2. 3. 4. &, 7. 8, 9. 10
and 11.
to saiu Bonds, uow due; alro, auoth *r lot of said Mortgage Bond*, amounting to
(126.00; and t'oupons. belonging to the same houdr,
Noe. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. now due. All said bonds
and coupons are pledged for debts of said
corporation. and are to be sold to raise the monev.
HENRY
lU ki.ESS,
Portland, Julv 11. 1862.
Auctioneer,

belongidj;

djy 11.18 26.29.31

Stove
F.

Warehouse.

A.

HOWARD,
Portland,

t’nder Lancaster Hall,

-DBA LIS 15-

STOVES, FURNACES AND RAH0E8,
From the Barstow Stove t ompany
A

lloiine

Kush, Currier, Surry.
Also ar 17th, bark B Fountain, Ke’lar, Philadelphia; brigs Cclcstina. Eiekett, ami .1 Means. Allen,
do; *ehs Frederick Dyer, Shute.and 3f»uutaiu Eagle.
Hawes. Baltimore.

an

Signa, Banners, Landscapes,
Figures, Flowers, Scroll Work, Stc.

iurtwi

1
Ship* John L Ditmimck, lor Cork via
Chi nr ha*: Young Mechanic, for Callao.
NEW < >KLEAN'S. At Paw I'outre 3d, bark Young
America. Collin*, from New York.
"Rilark Pleiades, for New Y'ork, was aground on the
bar.
YORKTOWX. In
port 12th, bark Aura, Dawson,
and brig A urate, ( lark. wtg.
BALTIMORE Sailed 15th, brig B R Kirtland,
Knight. <ardcoa*.
PIII LA DELPHI A
Ar 15th, brig Winona, Dow,
Key West; sch* Horace R Brown, Warren, (ienfuegos; C II Hale. Pernr, Bangor.
( Id 15th, sch
Marshall, Portland.
Also eld 15th. l»ark Winona. Dow. Portlamt.
ELIZA BETH PORT. Cld 14th, bark David Nickels. Blake. Boston.
NEW YORK. Ar 15th. bark II T Vennard. York,
Sagua 3d inst: sch* G K Dixcou, Wilson. Beaufort X
C: Red Jacket, l’av son. St John* PR 2d inst; Dolphin. Kellar, East Machias; Hampden Belle, Alexander, and Hannibal, Wentworth, Bangor; Richard
Buivviuklc, French. Rockland.
Also ar 16th. hark A Hoe Taintrr. Yerden, Matanmm»: E Churchill. Gray, Sagua; brigs Morning Star.
Mo**, Mutun/as, John R Rhoades, Amidon, New Orleans.
Also ar. ship Cowper, Stevens, London 26; bark
Theoda, Carver. Cardeuas.
Below, ship I hornton, Collins, frm Liverpool Mav
2*
Cld 15th. brigs, Jachin, Drover. Falmouth and a
mkt; schs Neptune, Clark, Philadelphia; Citizen,
Drink water. Havana; Royal Oak, Benson. Bath.
Also cld 16th, ship* D HoadJry, Barna by, Liverpool;
Harris, do; Chare. Edwards. Antwerp:
brigs 3 illage Belle, Douglass, Pernambuco; Handy,
Handy. Nueviras: Centaur. Kelton, E.'izabetlipoit;
sch Southern Belle, Goodsell, Deinarara
HARTFORD. Sailed 15th, sell* Janie* Henry,
Wood: Wm Hill, Crabtree, and Otter Creek, Laue,

Painting.

JOIIV B. Ill DSOX, Jrn

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO. Ar 17th ult. bark Adelaide
Cooper. Hall, Port Ludlow; 19th. Grace Hammond,
Burnham, Port Townsend.
Sailed 16th. shin Rambler, Carlton, Boston; barks
Hurry Hamiiioutf, Mc( lintock. Callao; Bruutes.RobbiiiM, Puget SOVltd.
SAN

ma-

chinery and launch her, for the period* of fourteen,
sixteen, eighteen and twenty weeks, rsapectivelv. the
vessel to he fully completed in forty da vs thereafter,
or in twelve days after tbe complete erection of the

delphia.

Sumter, from

m„

fr°"> ih«obii»ti.,n.
voluntanlv aaauraed In thin
emergency, and to render the burthens of an enterprise in which all have a common part, more nearly
equal, the Governor and fommander-in-i i.ief orders
and directs that the bounty of thirty
dollars, heretofore offered for recruits enlisted or hereafter enlisted
in new Regiments, be advanced to forty-five dollars
(§45); and that of thirty-five dollars to’ recruits for
old Regiments to fifty-five dollars (SW): to be
paid
before leaving the .State, as expressed ia General Order No. 20 of the fifteenth Inst.
By Order of the Commandrr-in-Chief,
JOHN L. IIODSDON,
(Signed,)
JuU8
Adjutant General.

Decorative

steering NXW
.Inly 13, lat 40j, Ion 07
don for New York.

recent
"

-i

Ar at Aspinwall 30th ult, brig Caroline, Porter,
New York.
Sailed 1st inst, bark Xantho, Chapman, New Y’ork.
At Arroyo PR 2d iust, sch Gatland, Norton, for
New York 4 (lavs.
At St Johhs PR 2d iust, schs Charles Snow. Heath,
for Baltimore; William Carroll. CMpmau. for Phila-

At Matanza* 25th ult, sch
for New Y ork 10 days.

the

m*oof,r 'y?'” f,:r
r"u"v*r
which they have
than

ment «„d l« order that .ueh town.
,nd ci„«.

j

Brig Fannie, Ross. ( ienfuegos. Emery k Fox.
Brig Ashler, Thevtrup, Sagua la Grande, EChurch-

ill k (
Sch

HEADQUARTERS,

complete

assortment of

Furnishing Cioods,

REGISTERS AND VENTILATORS
-Alto, Agent for the-

Vltrifled Drain nntl Water Pipe,
This article of Vitrified Pipe has been tested in Enrols* for ages, and is uow used in immense quantities
in England, and is fast taking the place of lead and
iron pipe in this country—all shtes from 2 to 12 inches.

All kinds of Tin and Sheet Iron Work,
Jyl7«Hw DONE
A

JY

AT SHORT

NOTRE.

Waiitod.
PARTNER, with a capital of

very
Address

jy16

about 63000. in

lucrativebusiness.
••Partner," Box No. 428, Portland P. O.
dtf

a

I**1*—1—————

matters about town.
Dogs vs. Gurus Homo.—Two

TELEGRAPHIC

dogs having

State emancipation purposes.
The Senate took no (fellnits* action upon the
House hills to totally abolish the franking
privilege and to repeal all laws allowing mileage including the present members of Congress.
The nouse bill providing for the
discharge
or trial ol State
prisoners failed in the Senate.
Among the last acts signed by the President
was the one
authorizing the issue of postage
and other government
stamps as currency and
prohibiting hank and other corporations from
notes
below the denomination of $1 for
issuing

TO THE

lx?en drafted into conflict last evening, at Gorham Corner, were approximating to that stage

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

of the game when it was feared a second Kilkenny cat case would be enacted, when the

The President's Message.

much excited as were the animals,
concluded to duplicate the puppies. The alfair
soon terminated, but not until a storm of blows,
owners,

troops; the bankrupt hill; the bill appropriating two huudrid millions for border slave

a<

oaths, yelps, dust, Ac./had passed
amongst which at times could be
“atara”

Postage

as

Currency !!

Insult to the Flag !

over,

seen a

Stamps

few
Enthusiastic Meeting at Bangor.

circulation.
The President and members of the Cabinet

Accident.—A little son of Mr. J. C. Farrow,

playing with auotber lad yesterday forenoon, itad his arm broken by being jumped
upon. Dr. Kobiosou attended to the little sufferer.
while

Capture of McCiuire the Indian
Commander.

Bending over the Needle.—Don’t And
naan, because that patient wife of yours

fault,

love, must

kept

be

and

neat

tidy,

boring for them and for you, until her eyes
dim, and the paint in her shoulders and
lungs warn her to desist. No, no! don't And
fault with her, but go at, once and surprise her
by sending home a Arst class Mcwimj machine,
grow

Don’t

at

(Signed)

Stoker A Cutler’s.

Enlist.—It is iutimated that the recruiting officers of Massachusetts have sent agents into this State, inducing
go abroad to

ouryoung men to go to that State to enlist; and
it may be that much of the talk about the
streets, of the superior liberality of the Old

Bay State, springs from these sources. We
understand that quite a number of young men
left here yesterday for Boston, with the intention or enlisting there. There ought to be a
pride among our young men to fill up our ow n
regiments, and get them ofi'. Maine troo|*s
stand

ion,

as well as those of
any State in the Unand it should lx; remembered that if Maine

go to Massachusetts, All up a regiment
there, which marches before Maine can send
meu

one, Massachusetts gets the credit of a more
prompt response to the call of the Government.
The bounty, instead of being the primary cause of enlistment, should lie secondIt should bp nempmhor*»d t/m thnt Mum.

arv.

afford* no aid to the families of
enlisting in her ranks; and that it
it may be as well to trust to the generosity of
our own State, as she will deal liberally with
her sons who rally to the defence of the National flag.
We hope our young men will think of these
things, and, with a commendable State pride,
fill up our own regiments before enlisting in
sachust tts
Maine

men

another 8tate.

Fortusate Escape.—Mr. H. C. Cobum
and family, of Bangor, Me., arrived per steam-

Chesapeake, at this port, from Georgetown,
S. C., via. New York. Mr. Coburn lelt this
State some four years since to take charge of a
saw-mill at Georgetown, S. C., receiving a salary of ♦500 per annum, and expenses paid.—
During his residence there, he iiad concealed
his true feelings, and was imagined by the
er

Southerners to be

a

secessionist-

As the war

went forward, he was impressed, with others,
into the rebel ranks, but refusing to serve, was
thrown into prison. He, however, managed
escape, and a friend helping him to a canoe,
he took occasion to visit one of the U. S. war
vessel* lying off the coast, which, upon learn-

to

the f;icts of the case, proceeded to Georgetown and demanded the restoration of the gentlemau's wife and child, otherwise, they would

ing

proceed to lay the town in ashes. The town
authorities, deeming discretion the better part
of valor, compiird with the demand. Upon
the arrival of Mr. C. at New York, he found
masonic friends, from whom he obtained much

assistance.

Capt. Crowell, of the steamer
Chesapeake, very kindly brought them to this
city free of charge, and last night, through the
assistance of other friends, they were forwarded to Bangor.
Hospital Stores

for our

Troops.—By

express, yesterday morning, the following cases
were sent forward to our troops and the Sanitary Commission:
1 case to Gen. N. Dow, Ship Island, 13th, Me.
1
Rev. Temple Cutter, Fernandina, Pth.
1
Mrs. Goddard, Harper’s Ferry, 10th.
1
Mrs. C. A. L. Sampson, from Bath. 3d.
3

San.

Com’n, Washington,
*•

2
“

2 bbls.
M

2

“

i

“

1 case
1

J

Fairfield.

Thotnaston.

Farmington FIs.
E.S. Bliss, Iteadfd.

1

Winthrop.
Topshain.

j

1

Kent’s Hill.

|

1

Castine.

3

L’ds com. Portl’d.
J

1

Soldiers’

j
j

Package,

Maine

Regiments.
High School Exhibition.—Mechanics IIa.ll
was crowded with the mothers and sisters of
Portland, yesterday afternoon, to witness the
annual Exhibition of the Roys attending the

High

School.

The

were

the occasion.

The following young gentlemen compose the
graduating class of this year, viz: Keucl Field,
Charles B. Hall, Charles H. Randall, Walter
P. Bancroft, Geo. W. Kelley, Arthur Shirley
and John P. Thomas.
The Oration—Earth's

Productions—by Mast
Hall, was a fine production; and
class acquitted themselves admirably.

Charles B.

BEFORE Ills

Conn.

HONOR,

JUDGE LANE.

July 17,

1862.

The morals of the city having been in tact
no case

offered

itself yesterday

for

adjudica-

tion.

sar*A little son of Capt Nathan Sleeper,
of this city, nine years old, fell from a tree
last Saturday, struck upon his head, which
was severely cut, and taken
up insensible.
Though seriously Injured he is expected to
Free
Press.
recover.—[Rockland
Dr. A. J. Fuller of Bath, has declined
the appointment of Surgeon of the lytli Reg.,
tendered him by the Governor.
STATE OF
"

MAINE.

S',

q:

j.

Aiikaham Lincoln.

Adjutaxt Gexkral's Orricx,
Augusta, July la, ih*3
GENERAL ORDERS, No. 21.
Medical urn! surgical examinations, for
exemptions
from liability to duty of enroll'd men in tbe
militia,
will not be available therefor, until General Order is
i**ued 1 u relation to *uch
examination*, and nil di»enrollmenta previous to
examination*, under *uch tin
order, are and will he void.
By order of the Commander-in-c hief.
JOHN L. HODSDON.
*»

Adjutant

General.

Yesterday Capt. Swett of the 17th U. S. Infantry sent an oflieer from West Lebanon, N.
H. to Norwich Vt., to open a recruiting office,
who hoisted the American ensign on the hotel.
During the night, after 12 o'clock, a party of
secessionists, w ho have lately been very open
in their conduct and rejoicing over the so called retreat of Gen. McClellan, placed a ladder
against the house got upon the roof and sawed the flag staff iu two, and carried away the
flag. They also broke the blinds of the windows and committed outrages. Capt. Swett
immediately on learning these facts, started for
Norwich with another flag and will have an
armed guard to protect it.
From Fortress Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, July 17.

At the Mill Creek Hospital there are about
200 patients, most of whom are convalescent
and many of w hom will soon return to their
regiments. Their names have already apjx-ared iu print.
A rumor lias been afloat for the last 24 hours
that the rebels had driven 1 sick our forces at
Williamsburg and taken possession, <feo. There
is not one word of truth in it and the rrovernment. telegraph lines have been
constantly
working through the place up to tlie present
moment.

Patriotic Meeting at Bangor.

Bangor, July 17.
A grand patriotic meeting was held here last

evening in

aid of enlistments for the new
troops called for by the general government.
An immense mass of people assembled and the
greatest enthusiasm prevailed. The enrolled
militia of the city and neighboring towns numbering one thousand or more man-bed in procession, with six bauds of music. The hall
was crowded at an
early hour. The immense
mass of people outside caused the
breaking
down of a portion of the approach to the hall,
some hundreds of ts-opie
licing precipitated
fifteen feet below the sidewalk, but with no
loss of life. The meeting then adjourned to
tlie area in front of the Bangor House, where
it was patriotically addressed by Gen. How ard,
S. H. Blake, ff. H. MeCrillis and others.—

Ucsolutions

j

are

were

adopted, plcdging.the people

of the Penobscot valley to sustain the
government with their full quota of
troops and calling upon the administration to prosecute the
war with vigor and with all the means and all
the men of whatever color, who can he
brought
to tlie support of the government.

Sprixgfiei.b, Mo., July

Id.

Judge Price, of Mount Vernon, has arrived
here, and brings Intelligence that the expedion, or a portion of it. which is moving from

Kansas into the Indian nation, encountered a
body of reliels at Evansville, Ark., near tlie
Stale line, some 20 miles east, of Jahlequah, a
few days since, completely routing them and
taking James J. Clarkson, formerly notorious
in Kansas, a prisoner, and also, it is reported,
Gen. Jim Kains of the Missouri State Guard.
Tlie rebels placed their Indian allies in front,
w ho are reported to have lest 140 killed.
This
statement is corrotiorated by a gentlemen just
from Neosho. Tin; federal forces are said to
lie at or uear Jahlequah.
Later.—An expedition, recently sent from
here, under Major Miller, 2d Mo. cavalry, consisting of one section of Davidson’s battery,
and detachments of tlie 10th 111. and 2d Wi’s.
and 3d Mo. State military, numbering alsmt
600, attacked tlie combined forces of Bains,
Coffee, Hunter. Hawthorne and Tracy, about
1000 strong, H miles beyond Fayetteville, Ark.,
early Monday morning, and completely routed
them with heavy loss.
Miller's command
marched 75 miles in two nights, and took the
rebels by surprise. Our loss was very small.
Col. Hall, of the 4th Mo. militia, stationed
at Mt. Vernon, reports the killing of 31
guesrillas, ami capture of 1200 pigs of lead during
tlie past few days.
Fort Scott, Kansas, July Sth.
A passenger from the Indian expedition,
near Fort Gibson, in the Indian
territory, arrived last night and reports that a detachment
of the loth, titli and 9th Kansas regiments had
surprised Col. Coffey's command of from 500
to 000 reliels. and captured all their munitions
camp equipage, Ac. 30 rebels were found.
McGuire tlie notorious half bred, commander of tlie rebel Indians, was taken pris-

unobjectionable.

The 14th is entirely proper, if all other parts
of the act shall stand. That to which 1 chiefly
object pervades the most part of the act., but
more distinctly appears in the 1st. 2d, 7th and
8th sections. It is the sum of these provisions
Which results in the divesting of title forever
for the rattses of treason, the ingredients of
treason, lull amounting to the full crime. It
declares forfeiture, extending briefly the lives
of tlie guilty parties. Whereas the’ Constitution of the U. S. declares that no attainder of
treason shall w ork corruption of blood or forfeiture except during the life of the person
attainted. True there is to be no formal attainder in this ease, still 1 think the greater
punishment cannot be constitutionally inflicted
in a different form for the same offence. With
great respect 1 am constrained to say I think
this feature of the act unconstitutional. It
would not lie difficult to modify.
1 may remark that the provision of the Constitution, put in language borrowed from Great
Britain, applies in this country, as I understand, to real estate. Again this’ act, by proceedings in view, forfeits property for the, ingredients of treason without a conviction of
the supposed criminal, or a personal hearing
given him in any proceeding, that we may not
touch property lying within our reach, because
we cannot give
personal notice to an owner
who is absent endeavoring to destroy the
govis
ernment, certainly not very satisfactory;—
still, the owner may not thus lie engaged, and
I think a reasonable time should be
provided
for such parties to appear and have
personal
hearing. Similar provisions are not uneouiinon in connection with
in
proceedings
reqp.—
Kor the reasons staled, 1 return the hill to the
House in which it originated.

|

From Arkansas—Movements of Gen. Curtis.
Cairo, Julv 15.
Passengers by the lioat from Memphis rethat
(Jen.
Prico, oil Wednesday night,
port
moved a battery of artillery and forty
forage
across
the
wagons
Miss., at Cypress bayou,
near Napoleon.
The battery was masked.
Another battery crossed on Sundav
evening
and squads of.. from Panola. Miss., were
crossing in the same direction, with a view of
concentrating a force in Arkansas—perhaps
to operate against (Jen. Curtis.
A special dispatch to tlie St. Louis Democrat, dated Helena, Ark., July 12, says:
The advance of Gen. Curtis’ army, under
(Jen. Washburn, reached here 9 A. M.
to-day,
having left Clarendon, on White river, yesterday at 6 A. M., and making a forced march of
65 miles in a day and night. Dr. Winslow
will start for Memphis immediately, to
hurry
down supplies. (Jen. Curtis left Btitesville on
the 24th ult, with 20 days rations, and after a
halt of five days at Jacksons|>ort to concentrate the forces on his
outposts, lie took up
his line of march and his entire force is now
on route for this
From
800 to 1000 repoint.
bels, under Maltlock, were on our front, who
fired upon tlie forage trains from canehrake
and barricaded all the roads leading Southwards with trees felled
by negroes, and placed
every conceivable obstacle in tlie way of our
blit
men,
we are over and the army is safe.
We had a number of skirmishes on the
route, in all of which the rebels we re w hipped.
No casualties.
Col. Hoods, of the Illinois :>ld, with four
companies of regiment and a battery, routed
two Texan regiments at a [mint between Cotton Plantation and Bayou
Coashee, witii a loss
to them of 110 killed.
Our loss was 5 filled
and 7 wounded. All the sick and wounded
were

brought along.

XXXVIIth
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MILITARY.

LEACII A

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

UMBRELLAS,

All of

which will be sold at

One Month’s
Pay from

813 to 822 per month, nay and
to commence from the date of enlistment.
> ears unless sooner
discharged.

.losimh II. Drummond, 1st. Lieut.,
J. B. JoIiummi, 2d, Heurv Giay, 8d, M.L. Steven*,
4th. H. O. O. Leach.

TOTAL

Co. 6—('aptain, Simon Randall, 1st. Lieut., Geo. II.
Cloudman, 2d, .la*. J. Libby, 3d, George F. Harding,
4th, Edward Bowdoin.

rations
Three

BOUNTY, $132

Ward 3.

!

Co. 7-wCaptain, Thomas G. I/oring, l*t Lieut., Geo.
1‘lumuier, 3d, F, A. Howard. 4th,

ROBINSON,

160

acre*

cruiting

Bounty land

at the

ithce

NO. 4 FOX
Over

change

cloie of the

A

BROWN,

would eny to tlielr friend* and the
public that th,y
have purchased of Messrs. CUADBOIRXE k KEN-

DALL,

of

corner
Entrance on

Street*.

Re-

war.

W». C.

Street.

BLANK book and

Portland, July 17,18(52.

prepared himself hr selection* from the New
Styles of (ioods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirement* of his customer*
and the public a* to

)

[ Recruiting Officers.

j

dtf

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE STRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !

MEN !

ATTENTION_

6.

Will

Wm. If.

Walker, 1st Lieut., 8. C.
Small, 2d, F. D. Houston, 3d, Win. 11. Keed, 4tli, S.

8. Hannaford.

You

Spring

FANCY' BROADCLOTHS

Stand by the Flair 1

If to, rally at once to the Recruiting Office in FEDERAL STREET, under Cnited State* Hotel, where
Recruit* an' wanted to till a Company In the

Co. 20—Captain, Newton Whittier, 1st IJeut., E. A.
Noire*,2d, II. G. ( ole, 3d, James J. Barbour, 4th, A.
F. Gerrish.
Co. 21—Captain, James E. Carter, 1st IJeut., Edw.
M. Hand, 2d, F. A. Poor, 3d, John E. Holmes, 4th,

SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT,

A. G.

Roger*.
Co. 22—Captain, H. ('.Harris, 1st Lieut., George
P.

To

Haskell, 2d, J. G. liiilbrooks, 3d, J. 31. Quiinby,
4tli, R. D\er. Jr.
Ward 7.

he Commanded hy Colossi. T. A. ROBERTS.
six' Hation* to commence on the

uM P»y
Enlistment..^'

of

Co. 24—Captain.
Joseph A. Perry, 1st. IJent., Alexander Bell, 2d, 11. G. Iminion*. 3d, W. A. Taylor,
4tli, J. W. Leslie.

I’uy

Co 25—Captain, J. Johnson, 1st Lieut., R. W.
Worcester, 2d. D. R. Steven*. 3d, G. L. Armsbey,
4th, J. M Rand.

$20

Co. 20—Captain. W. It Dyer, 1st Lieut., J. D.
Smail, 2*1, II. B. Libbv, 3d, Israel Hague, 4tb, Gran-

AND
In all

reports from Wards 1 and 5.

For Dress and Frock
qualities of French and
er substantial fabric*.
Tlain and Fancy

Coats, embracing the nicer
t.ermm, a* well as the cheapElegant Black and Colored,

dtf

Close

SMITH.

MITCHELL,} Recruiting

)

WILLIAMS,

STATE

dtf

No. 5 Central Wharf.

Corn. t orn.
RIVER CORN,
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
st Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
P.
F.
Commercial
YARNUM,
By
Street,
Head of Widgery’s Wharf.
ju!2~Owis

TS

and the house will coutiuu© to be
Hotel in ©very respect.

Boston, January, 1862.

kept

as a

first class

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

FIRST

d7mis

CLASS

Newing-Machines.
SHUTTLE.

-AND-

passed.

Manufacturers.

SLOAT

Every

ELIPTIC.

Machine fully Warranted.

STORKR * CUTLER, Cencrnl Agent-.
f>H A' (JO Middle Street,
julldtf

PORTLAND,

Me

Wanted to Purchase.

AM

ASTER'S Interest in

ereucos

given.

Add row

June 24, 1662.

ft

Vowel.

Best of Re

PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
M4w
BOX 672.

Franklin

a

on

near

or

Tho*° who »'*• faTor

st>lhrtTuw.ti*t<l.tri.'h*t
St'eZ"Ul&,T Ar'aat-

Officer*.
dtf

OF

MAINE.

,h,T

“*

snv

me

ba>iu*

»

with a call
*°«d artMo

E"r*rw» f«»«fary.
J. H. COOK.

MolaMCM ud Sugar.
k HHDS. Cardenas Molasses.
vy*^i
•V” 5M)

do. MuhcririIo do.
boxee II. B. Sujrmr,
l or «sle by JOHN LTNCH A CO.

100

Plfr and Mantle Mirror*.
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames with
Rosewood, Black WalnutsTuhBS me.1.
ro order, of
any sire, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns: also cheap Looking (ilasses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv

WITH

_MORRISON

1882.

j

Paymaster General of the Slate sliall pay to each enlisted volunteer of the seven thousand called for bv
the General Government from this State,
upon the
muster of each Company or Regiment, (or thaw now
being organized), into the service of the l iiited
States, tin* sum of thirty dollars (S»n at its
Regimental Rendezvous; and to each recruit for
Regiment*
now in the Held, the sum of thirtv-Hve dollar*
(8(151,
lo be paid after his muster iuto 1‘nited State* service
and before leaving the Slate. This sum added to the
1 nited Slate*’ bounty, ami lo the
premium and ad*
vance pay. will make an advance in all, before leav*
ing the Slate, of seventy dollars (#70) to those cnlinting in new Uegimei^*, and seventY-live dollars (#76)
to those enlisting in the old.
By order of the t'ouiuiauder-in-Chiof,
JOHN L. HODS DON,
JuIlOdfcwlw
Adjutant Oeneral.
BANCiOK

1

HOUSE,

BANGOR. ME.,
O. M. SHAW,

most central House in tbe
to Railroads aud Steamboat*.

Largest,

city.

Nearest

Flonr.
brands White Wheat Southern Illinois
Cl HOICK
Flour, for families and bakers, for sale by
/

V. V. VARNCM,
Commercial St., head of Widgery’a Wharf.
j}15
d3w U

For ^iale.
of

the best Stands in the city for the retail
ONE
Grocery and Provision Business, together with
the lease of the I.and.
For

particulars apply to
H. K. lUNKLEV, 122 Cumberland Street.
dlw
July 11, 1862.

For Sale.
THE Tlirc.' Stnrv Ilrick DWELLING*
HOl'SE. No. 8 (• ray Street. It is in
K°‘M* rtT»ir* a,ul contains ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 16th of
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. M., at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RAN DA EL, on the
premises, or at the
•tore of RANDALL & WOODBl'RY, on Cummer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1862.
dtf

iiaSS^L

Butter, Cheese, Flour.
BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
25 Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.
680 Bbls. Family Flour.
In store and to arrive.
For sale low by F. A. SMITH,
19 & 21 SILVER STREET
Portland. June 23. 1862.
d4w

IfC/A

MILITARY BOOKS, NEW EDITIONS.
tv Jl'sr RECEIVED,

desirable mechanical arrangement ha* now
been in nsc a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Hni department, embracing a little more
of their cxeelrencie-. and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible a* hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptaee with groat facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger iu suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and daruble, and not liable to get out of order.

THIS

Jf 1

i. S. Turlies

Army llcjfulntions,
McClellan's Bayonet Exercises,
53

Exchange
dtf

Commercial House, Portland, June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the "Andersou Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
J- DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our
sleeping
We give this spring bed bottom a decidpreference over auy and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel
keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son.
Franklin House, ltangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

kind called for. Thasn
by ouraelves, except those
compete with any marfor low prices. At wholesale or
retail, at X. Market
square._ MORRIBON A Cole

necessarily imported,
ket

satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” I hu\«• purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerftillv recommend them to the public.
Dr. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville. May. 1861.
Mr. D. K Frohock has furnished the beds in
my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

,B ■l0»n"'*-" to unit the
marie end dubbed to
MORRISON t o..
Market Square.

Ship Moulding*

by

Old Franc* Hc-Ollt,

AND RENEWED by

_MORRISON

A

28

Photographic
_

Jnne»«dtfwa_

July

Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Frankliu House, Bangor.

Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.

Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalborn
Hallowed House. Ilallowt-ll.

9.

Picture

♦ J"

w

juJITilont

HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Tom,
50 do

je28-3m

For

do.
sale

Souchong

Re.

Frames, Engravings,

ARTISTS’

MATERIALS,

Mannfhcturer* of
ORNAMENTAL GILT

Ac.

FRAMES.

For Oil rain ting* ami looking Glum.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

JUST RECEIVED,
A T«T

rollection of line Engraving* and
we shall be happy to show to any
1

Lithographs, which
who

may call.

Our AMortment of Artitt*’ Material*
1* very extensive. being of the best
manufacture,
such as Winnor 4 Newton’* <>IJ and Water <
olora,
Brushes, Drawing l*aper*, I’cncil*. (rayons, Oil* and
Varnishes. Mathematical Instrument*. 4e.
Our stock embrace* all articles iu this line, and ia
the largest anil b«*st selected in the State, and we offer the best inducement* to denier* and
photograper*
both a* to quality of goods and aa to prior*

PARTIES WISHIHO TO PURCHASE

China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House. Augu>ta.
Abbott** School. Farmington.
Eatou Boy*’ Hoarding School, Kent’s Hill.
__

—*

Foraalebv N. J. MILLER.
dim
No. 90 Commercial Street.

R. J. D. LARRABEE * CO„
Manufacturer*. Importer*, and Wboleaal* and
fall Dealer. In

fully

Testimonials similar to the above have been rereived from the proprietors of the following public
houses—

com*

MORRISON k CO..
2R. Market Square.

Shipping Boards.

merits my
and is fully up to your high recommendation*. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartment*.
AI STAPLES,
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be
superior to
auvthing of the kiud now in use.
Waterville, April 12,1862.
Rev. E. HAWES.

Goods dfc ( hcalrak

2,000,000‘s,".ss.7

anticipated.

Bed Bottom 1 bought of you

CO.

Maaxrr Sqraax.

.lock in thb department b
complete,
Ol'Rpnaing
every article used in the art

pleasure

The

k

Oa Hand.
CONSTANT supply of beet Extra
Deep Geld
Leaf, and at low rate* at
__

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring lied Bottoms” for the
last three week*, and must sav it far
surpasses anything I had
My wife, w ho is feeble, has
had uo good rest for six mouths till occupying one of
these bed*. She would not
part with it on anv account.
Riv. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington. Feb. 28, 1862.

expectations,

we can

Wilt, Rosewood, Black Walaat and
Oak MoaMingm.

Having become fully

Teas.
Sueet.

Photographic «■’—mm
7

tredc.

H. L. DAVIS,
July 12,1852.

to. «, Market Sqaarc.

or
oval—every
CJOUARE
being manufactured

•

orucr

testimonials:

3moments.

PROPRIETOR,

A

Ollt Fraairs.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES Of aav
•*** or style desired—latesl
patterns aad *—*
workmanship—made to order bv
A CO.. 36, Market Square.
_MORRISON

F»R

OFFICE,

rsrHORSES AND CARRIAGES TO LET
JuIlQ— 3m

Boston, Mass.,
the largest and beat arranged Hotel in
the New England States; is centrally located, and easy of access from all the routes of
travel.
It contains the modern improvements, and every convenience for the comfort and accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,

a

Jf23—8m

ILLINOIS

AMERICAN HOUSE,

j

,V,.i,,on <*f Meears. Dahao A' v’ufnn for
OVi!
y”'n!,e •oorrot Bfatloaary Steam-Engine

TT.'t*"'0"

;

Flour, Corn, and Kyc.

.Tnlv 15th.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen,

Bargains will be given to those who wish
to purebaar Lraiestvnes
CJOOD
Monument* of

GENERAL ORDER No. an.
In view of the exigencies of the
occasion, tire Commamler-in-Chief order-ami directs that the Acting

Mixed Corn.

City of Portland.

jr30^-am

jull7—t!3w

Heavy

Portland Jane 2S, VMS.

tJRAVESTOAES.

)

Augusta, July 16.

Northern Rye.
For sale by C. K. CRAM,

MExt-nasnig Btbest.

_

of the War,

honorably discharged.

Portland, July 16. 1*8.

pectfully requested.
PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.

4006 bush.
100 bush.

HALL L. DAVIS,

a

be
and RECORD any protest that may be wanted by the
commercial community. A share of busiuesa is res-

800

PAPE R S

Of every variety, quality and price,
embracing aU
Ibe various styles of
gold papers mannlhetared. together with a fall stock of Bellas, mediums and common papers—the
largest stock to be faund in tble
market, at lowest market pricce. .School Books of
every kind In nse at wholesale prices.

jul]7M4t

the

Infantry

111. Flour,

ROOM

ZM r r **,
•'i**- HEATH. CH? ClerT^
°Coov
• opy—Attest,
a..—Ai’"w
J. M. HEATH.
City Clerk

BOO.

F. G.
E. M.
J. I).

NOTARY PUBLIC,
pleased to NOTE. EXTEND

Southern

every

public offices, Counting Houses and
lores! prices.

nsec, and at

thereof and that
said applicants give notice thereof
by publishing thie
order in the "lortland
Daily Press'' four time*, the
lo
** **“* fourteen
days beforehand. that all persons Interested mar be heard
them-

ONE MONTH S ADVANCE PAY, making
*

Or when

HUNGER,

“Superior”

private

Commrrciafstrcet:
Ordered, That Monday the fourth dav of Aucnct
neat.tt foaro'cloek P. S., St the Aldermen'. rUST
he assigned for the consideration

CITTj
Bounty!

ADJCTAXT GEXKRAL’U

BBLS.

cle needed for

of

HEAD ^CARTERS.

WILL

STATIONERY
selected wtth the greatest care from the best Foreign end American Houses, end embraces
artiIs

In

makers wanted.
Tortland, June 23,1W2.
vest

FROM THE

evening.
W.

Premium Blank Books on band and made to
order,
every variety of etyle and Miitnli. From our long
experience, we are enabled to trtfrr to the trade and
our customers better
bargains in quality and prices,
than can bo found in any other establishment in
the
State. Our stock of
of

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,

discoursed some of their excellent music at
the comer of State and Spring streets, last

JOHN

!

Estakllskei la 18*5.

To all of which attention i* especially invited.

been filled.

Sy*~Tbe

WAREHOUSE

DOESKINS!

Bounty; $2 Premium,

979 at

paperhanging

Of a great variety of patterns. YF.ST1NGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

%*Coat and

and $30 State

Libby.

Co. 27—not beard from.

day

from Bill to BfJiJ per month.

$25

stock are comprised Fanev Cloth* fbr
Overcoats and Business Suit*. Rich Black and
new

stationery,

—AND—

137. MIDDLE ST..

In his

Co. 14—Captain, Andrew Dooley, 1st Lieut., Wm.
Malaugh. 2d, John Dumphey, 3d,' John Burke, 4th

BECKETT,

Has

tST" Wasted—a Drummer and Filter.
W. H. SAVAGE.
t'. P. MATTOCKS.
JAMES M. BROWN,

EXCHANOE ST.

53

IVEereliant Tailor,

Middle and Ex-

Exchange

68 Exchange Street,
dtf

their Stock of

Al*o, their entire interest in Mnnulkcturing and Cg*.
tom Department. Having secured the services of
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, lute Foreman and Cutter for
Messrs C. k K.. they hope to merit n fair share of
th,
patronage bestowed upon their predecessors.

BLOCK,

Telegraph Office,

Janie* Barry.

Band of the 17th U. S.

Wk Bcr roa ( *.„

56 abd

CHANGE OF SEASON !

I). Thomas, 2d, Warren Robinson, 3d, James 11. Millet, 4th, John F. Proctor.
Co. 10—Captain, James A. McNabb. 1st IJeut., Allen Hawes, 2d, W. C. J. Caruey, 2d, Warren O. Carney, 4th, A. li. Gale.
Ward 4.
Co. 11—Captain, P. It. liailev, 1st IJeut., George E.
Lu*coinb, 2d, John L. Shaw, 3d, A. R. .Morgan, 4th,
Homer F. Locke.
Co. 12—Captain, .Solomon Myrick, 1st IJent., Chas.
H. Adams. 2d, Samuel Chadwick, 3d, G. W. Woodbury, 4th, Herman Kotzschmar.
Co. 23—Captain, Edwin Iticknell, 1st Lieut., Allen
j
Freeman, 2d, John Fox, 3d, Edward Nutter, 4th,
; Wm. Todd.

Company 12. we am informed, had a very
pleasant time alter the election, and paid their
compliments in a body to Capt. Myrick, the
popular proprietor of the United State* Hotel,
and afterwards to Lt. Adams the equally popular proprietor of the Preble House, by both
of w hom they were received with the customary honors. They then inarched about town,
keeping step not only to “the music of the Union,” but also to the shrill notes of the piping
fife and the ln*at of the spirit-stirring drum.—
Capt. Myrick, we regret to learn, for valid reasons, peremptorilly declines the honor to which
he was elected, but the vacancy has not yet

cry article at lowest ratca.
Skll Cnaar,

4tvised

6S Middle St., enpealte Peel Oder.
Jon* IS. is®.
4wdaw

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

Co. 8—(.'aptain, James Doughty, 1st Lieut., Geo. E.
Kos*. 2d, IraJ. Batcheldor, 3d, ( has. G. Gammon,
4th, Stephen Berry.

Ho.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Enr.loim—
while and buff Gold l*en.. Steel
Pen., be be

Readjr«3fade Clothing,

TOTAL ADVANCE, 890 !

W. True, 2d H. T.
Geo. Ji. Holden.

No

aScSn&JESSi

BAILEE II NOTES,

in Advance!

Pay

—

by Banks. Insurance ami Railroad Companies
Steamboat#, Factories

CLOTHI3STG.

Co.6—Captain,

ville

Church Collector. Book..

Portland. Jane 23.1862.

Burr.

10—Captain,

and

stationery.

GARDINER

Co. 4—( aptain, .Simon Sawyer, 1st Lieut., E. 8. Bell,
2d, S. II. Bragdon, 3d, il. C. Baker, 4th, George II.

Co.

Journals, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*.
Memorandum,
Caah, Record, Docket., Letter., Mnaonie
We make to order every kind of Blank Honk

our

Low Frioes.

LEACII *

897 Advance Bounty from the
U. S. Government I

2.

Ward

NOYES,

AND 58 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND.

M

A'o., &c., «&©.

To rtflidfntft of Tort land
htvlng (kmiliot f 1.00 per
week for wife and 60 cents for eacu child.

Officers.

FOE FAMILIES

passage

SUN

June SO. 1862.

17.

Washington. July 17.
Congress, during the recent session, has appropriafed about 800.000,000 dollars, including
upwards of 000,000,01)0 for the army and somewhat less than 100,000,(100 for the
Navy.
Among the most important hills po«t|>oned
by the House, or remaining unacted ujioii antin' following:
IIOl’sE.
Providing for the admission of the State of
Western Virginia into the Union; for the enA message from the President was received
I
of
tin111.
AMich.
largement
Canal; providing
and read. J.aid on tlie table and ordered to la1
for a uniform system of bankruptcy; for the
He says lie lias approved of Doth
appointment of a commission to ascertain tin- printed.
tlie confiscation lull and the
supplemental resolosses incurred by loyal citizams from the
apthem both one act. Belution,
propriation of their property by United States fore he considering
was informed of the
of the

BAILEY Ac

VELVET RIBBONS,

AND

Usual

militia, of this city, met at their
respective Ward Rooms, and made choice of
company officers, as follows, to wit:

The Dill to defray tlie expenses of
enrolling
the Deleware Indians was passed.
Tlie bill from the House making
postage
was

Manufactured and fbr Sale by

MOHAIR MITTS,

890 Additional Bounty to Residents of Portland.

ununiformed

SENATE.

Other measures were acted upon.
Tlie Senate was alternately in open and
closed session.
At 2 o’clock Mr. Fessenden reported that the
President had no communication to make.
The President's message on confiscation was
laid on the table and ordered to lie
printed.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
Foote,
President pro tern of tlie Senate, to which lie
and
declared tlie Senate
appropriately replied,
adjourned sine tlie.

BLANK ACCOUNT BOOKS 1

GLOVES,

PARASOLS

Auetioniwr*
AUCUOneerf‘

STATIONERY!

BOOKS &

In almost endless variety,

875 Bounty at Close of the War!

Last evening, pursuant to orders from Maj.
General Virgin, the several companies of the

appoint

kitchens

D R K S S GOODS,

Yet!

830 Advance Bounty from State!

K*ifr,*,r*'or.

,i

HENRY BAILEY* A CO
LU
td
July 18, 1882.

EMBROIDERIES,

—

CONGRESS—First Session.

stamps legal currency

Largest Inducements

«»%

wiL

ftill Hue of

No. 84 MIDDLB STREET.

EXPIRE

Washington, July

The

iLddiog:

Kuen^.u T.b^

lot.

HOSIERY,

York, July

wiTnut M.rWeChim”

‘ hi,“’and
Tin
store. be, be. Together
»llh the entire kitchen
Furniture, comprising nil
'" U‘U""' f,>u"d in
the bCTt
ad

prepared to offer them at
LOWER TRICE# than ever
a

Black

\?r.

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,
THE 17tii REGIMENT TO BE HAIRED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
l’OHTLAND !

Western 6 a 10c higher. SuperHue State 4 00 a 4 So; Extra do 6 06 a 5 20.
Round
Huop Ohio, 6 20 a 5 35. Western. 4 00 a 5 25; Southern firmer— Mixed to
good, 6 00 a 5 76; fancy and
extra, 6 80 a 6 75; Canada, 5 a 10c better; Extra 6 10
a 0 25.
Wheat better—Sale* 378,400 bush. Chicago Spring
105 a 1 10; Milwankie Club, 1 10 a 1 13): Western
Winter Red 1 22 a 1 25) ; White do 1 2li a 1 32; White
Canada 1 20 a 1 28; Canada Club, 1 05 a 1 12.
Corn, lc higher—sales: Mixed Western 53) a 64.
Beef firmer.
Turk active and firm—Mess 11 00 a 11 25.
Sugars firm—New Orleans 8) a9): Muscovado 7) a
8); Havana, 291 boxes xt 9c; l’orto Rico, 8) a 9).
Coffee firm—Rio, 21 a 22).
Molasses firm—Porto’ltico 39 a 40; New Orleans
42: Muscavado 33 a 38.
Freights to
drooping Flour 3s 9d:
Grain 13 a 14.

Election of MUitin

Haircloth!Extra

U*r.SH| Bedati’Nd*. Bed*, Maun**** and
Chamber He!*, Hun all*. Mirror* ( Pntrn hH
Work, Toilet nod
i cr
B,“k Wntout Marble Top Tahir,. (artalaa
Md.Wntnwn. Cane Scar and Wood ( hair. Table

are now

Ladies will also find

TUESDAY,

on

bonne on Dan.
by O. H. Fnrbleh, E«,„
.llthernrnHureln uid house, con.t,ting in partiu{
no,h’ »«* «"'1 ClUmber
tbalrn nnd
1 Pip*! tetr in I lush; n,“tnWo*’
MoAt, Hocki-r* ( hiirt Jtf* in

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,

17.
sales 1000 bales at 47) % 48

Liverpool

at Public Auction,
WEI,b»ll*»ll
July 22, at 10 o’clock A. M It

—OF—

of £50 for each recruit.

—

ROBINSON)

Immense Stock

And

Furniture

AT AUCTION.

Have tlila day marked down their

Ai.bany, July 17th.
The Governor has issued a proclamation today giving a reason for, and offering a bounty

Cottnn and firmer

Q-onteel

94 Middle Street,

Bounty to Volunteers.

middling upland.
for^
Flour—State and

AUCTION SALES.

RALLY TO THE FLAG I GOOD NEWS I GOOD NEWSM

About 2 the proceedings were temporarily
interrupted by a message from the Senate that
that body having completed their business,was
now ready to clase the session.
(Cries of
good.)
The Speaker said that the hour having arrived lor the adjournmen, I hereby declare the
House adjourned nine die.

New

GOODS.

_DRY

passed.

was

Ward

oner.

From Washington.

QUARTERS,

White River Junction, July 17.

—

Aubaham Lincoln.

HEAD

Secessionism in Vermont.

particular

better; they

Richmond.

near

Col. K. C. Knight, late of the 83d regiment
N. Y. uolunteers is discharged from the service.

To the 10th section 1 make no objection.—
The oath therein required teems to he proper,
and the remainder of the section is siibsianlially idental with a law already existing.
The 11 tli section simply assumes to confer
discretionary powers upon the Executive without the law. 1 have no hesitation to go us tar
in the direction indicated as 1 may at any time
deem expedient, and I am ready to say now, I
think it is proper for military commanders to
employ as laborers, as many persons of African
descent as can be used to advantage.
Tile 12th and 13th sections are something

performances
highly
pupils, and bore ample evidence of their capacity and proficiency, as well
as of the sldll of their Teacher, Mr. J. H. Hanson.
We were exceedingly interested. Foppenburg's band discoursed delightful music for

Municipal

stream

Philadelphia, of the 14th U. S.
wounded prisoner at Savage’s

a

he had prepared a draft of veto
the hill does not touch the persons
or property of loyal citizens, it is
just and
proper.
A message was received from the President
recommending a suitable acknowledgement he
made to Mr. Vanderbilt for his gift to the
government of the vessel of that name, which has
been and is now rendering valuable serAiee.—
Referred to the naval committee.
A joint n olution making appropriations for
incidental expenses in the Indian Department
as

message;

New York Mnrket.

MeElhone of

infantry,

resolution,

II. Polk of Tenn. has secured the

release on parole, from Fort Warren, of Maj.
Porter of that State, who will return South
to ask the release on parole of 1st Lieut. F.

Felloxc citizens of the House of Ilepresenlatires: 1 herewith return to your honorable
body, in which it originated, the bill for an
act entitled—“An Act to suppress treason and
rebellion, to seize and confiscate the property
of rebels aud for other purjioses,"—together
with my objections to its becoming a law.
There is much in the bill to which I perceive
no objection.
It is wholly prospective and it
touches neither the person or
property of any
loyal citizen, in which particular it is just anil
proper.
The first and second sections provide for the
conviction and punishment of persons who
shall lw guilty of treason, and the person who
shall incite, assist or engage, in any rebellion
or insurrection, against the
authority of the
United .States or the laws thereof, or shall give
aid or comfort to any such existing rebellion
or insurrection, by fair construction these
[arsons within these sections are not to be
punished w ithout regular trials in duly constituted
Courts, under the forms and all the substantial
provisions of law and of the Constitution applicable to their several cases. To this 1 perceive no objection, especially as such nersons
would lie within the federal pardoning power
and also w ithin the special provision lor pardon and amnesty, contained in tills art.
It also provides that the slaves of pereons
confiscated under these sections, shall be free.
1 think there is an unfortunate form of expression, rather than a substantial objection, in
this. It is startling, that Congress can free a
slave within a Slate, and yet were it said that
the ownership of a slave had first been transferred to the nation and that Congress had then
liberated him. the difficulty would vanish, and
this is the real case. The traitor against the
general government forfeits his slave as he
does any other property, and he forfeits lioth
to the government against which he offends.
The government, so lar as there can lie ownership, owns the forfeited slaves, and the question for Congress, in regard to them is, shall
they be made free or sold to new masters? I
see iv> objection to Congress deciding in advance that they shall be free.
Kentucky, as
I am informed, has been the owner of some
slaves, anil has sold none, but liberated all.
I hope the same is true of some other States;
indeed, I do not believe it would lie physically possible for the general government to return persons so
circumstanced to actual
slavery. I believe there would be physical resistance to it, which would never lie turned
aside by argument, nor driven away by force.
In this view of it I have no objection to this
feature of tlie bill.
Another matter valued in these two sections,
and running through other parts of the act,
will lie noticed hereaflerr.
I perceive no objection to the 3d and 4th
sections. So far as I wish to notice the 5th
and Oth sections, they may Ik- considered together, that the enforcement of these sections
would do no injustice to the persons embraced
within them. It is clear that those who make
a causeless war should be
rom]ielled to pay the
cost of it.
It is too obviously just to be called
In question. To give government protection
to tlie property of persons who have abandoned it, and gone on a crusade to overthrow that
same government, is alisurd if considered in
the mere light of justice. The severest justice
may not always lie the best policy. The principle of seizing and appropriating the property
of persons embraced within these sections is
certainly not very objectionable, but a justly
indiseriininating application of it would be
very ditlicult, and to a great extent imiiossible:
and would it not be wise to place a fiower of
remission somewhere so that these persons
may know they have something to save by desisting. 1 am not sure whether such power of
remission is or is not within section 3, without
a special act of (Congress.
I think our military
commanders when, in military phrase, they
are within the enemy’s country, should in aii
orderly manner seize and keep whatever of
real and personal profierty may lie necessary
or convenient lor their commands, and at the
same time preserve in some way the evidence
of what they do.
What I have said in regard to slaves while
commenting on the 1st ami 2d sections, is applicable to the iith, with the difference that no
provision is made in file whole act for deterindividual slave
mining whether a
does or does not fall within the class defined.
Within that section lie is to lie free upon certain conditions, but whether these conditions
do or do not iiertain to him, no mode of ascertaining is provided. This could be easily supI—

creditable to the

all the

department.
Maj. Win.

seize aud confiscate Hie property of rebels and
for other purposes, and the joint resolution explanatory of said act as being substantially one,
1 have approved and signed both, lletbre I
was informed of the
passage of thexresolution,
1 had prepared the draft of a message,
stating
objections to the bill becoming a law, a copy
of w inch draft is herewith transmitted.

you have no conception of the weary
hours she spends bending over her needle, la-

and

which you will Bud

have had any interest iu government contracts
since April, transmitted a printed copy of the
diK-ument heretofore sent to the Senate, containing the arrangement made between Mr.
Schubarts and Senator Simmons which lie
says is all the information on the flies of that

Message of the President.
Fetloic Citizen* of the Senate and House of
llepresen tatire* :
Considering the bill for an Act to suppress
insurrection, to punish treason and rebellion.to

has no time to go with you to the concert, or
promenade, or to take a stroll with you these
beautiful summer evenings.
The children,
whom you

occupied the Vice President’s room at the
Capitol while attending to the public business.
The Secretary of War iu
response, to a resolution of the House, calling for all the evidence on the tiles relating to the question
whether any member or members of Congress

False Rumors!

I

Will bo cheerftiliy furnished with
which contaiua a complete list.
A

Catalogue

large assortment of Oval. Gilt, Walnut. Ebony and.
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly on hand.

R. J. D. LARRABEE A 00.,

do

by JOHN L YNCH A CO.

our

June 23,1882.

No. SS Kxchnuge Street.
t(

MISCELLANEOUS.

_POETRY.

THE BEST. HOST EXTENSIVE

For the Daily Press.

Up! Brothers, Up!
Up! brothers, up!

Assortment of

hearts time to palpitate
men of the “Sunrise

give their

And

Ever

With hope, but up!

State,”
And write your names among the brave and great!
Up! brothers, up!

brought Into the city,

N. I. MITCHELL S,

Up, brothers, up!
For are we not a spectacle to-day
In the world’s sight? All eyes are turned this way,
Fixed, as upon the scenes of a vast play,
Watching whate'er the actors do and say.
Up! brothers, up!

Just
a

purchased

and

Every Variety of House-Keeping Goods,
Is

unsurpassed, and one cau always find any article
line, at about wholesale prices.

We have

large assortment

Apples. Gored p lb.
Apples, L ucored p lb.

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,
And

March on! from traitorous powers to save
land, March on! March on! strong-soulod and

H.

an

endless

ing

to

for

cash, at

our

variety

I.

MISCELLANY.

Je23codd&

Crackers per

3 25
35

g

8 60
40

16
14

g
g

17
15

Store.

U. S. San. Com., I
498 Broadway, July 4th, 1882.
(
To all Loyal Citizen* of the United State*:
The Executive Committee of the United
or the

east and west.
For their relief it asks
for money and supplies—at once, and in abun-

armies,
dance.
The

Cordage.
Boltrope,

THE

This Is put a part of the work on which the
Commission is engaged. But it is. at this moment by far the most pressing
Its magnitude
Is appalling. In view of the multitude of those
11 wU'un the question w hether
help from the

people shall reach them to-dav or to-morrow is
question of life or ilealb—and in view, also,
of the moral certainty that a few
days will inereata- that numls-r by thousands.
For tina

ceiving

sake of tliis work, the Commission has tho’t it
right to contract its other operations for the
present, and concentrate its resources mainly
•Ml the relief of the sick and
wounded oil the

It may I* said that Government should do
all lhie without help from
private rharity._
Were this true, the deiiiuit of Government
would not excuse us in leaving our soldiers to
without an effort to save them. But it
is only partially true. While active
operations
are in progress, and
especially at the close of
great battles, the prompt and' thorough relief
a id treatment of the sick and wounded
requires
m amount of force in men. material, and
tranwhich
no
xportatlon,
Government heretofore
has been able to keep
permanently attached to
ilx medical department. At such times volunteer aid from without is
indispensable to prevent the most fearliil
suffering and waste of
life, however faithful and untiring the Medical
Staff may be. Such aid must be
regularly organized, in order to be economical and efficient,
ami the Commission, with its
large corps of officers and agents on the ground,
experienced
in their duties, and in confidential communication with the military authorities, seems the
itest organization through which the
sympathy
and affection oi the people can reach and relieve the people's army.
It should be added that the
improvements
lately made in the organization of the Medical
Bureau, and the exertions of its able and ener-

....

jx-rish

x.

II. W. Bki.i.ows, Pj-esident.

Contributions in money are earnestly solicited ; and. from citizens of Maine, may be addrsesed Ui Win. H. Hadley,
Agent Lf. S. Sail.
Com. Portland; or to Geo. K. Davis, State
!
Agent San. Com. Supplies most needed are—
1st,cotton drawers: 2d, shirts; 3d,sheets; 4th
slippers; 5th, mosquito netting. Old worn

cotton and linen cloths can be
advantageously
°
used to any amount.
All supplies should be addressed to Geo. I{. !
Davis, as above.

drunk,

when

i

;

Jull4eod8w

IT’.

"ee you in a situation
®orr>'
which is a disgrace to yourself and
family, and
the profession to which you belong.”
This reproof elicited the
following colloquy:
“Did your honor speak to me ?”
“I did, sir. I said, sir, that in
my opinion
you disgraced yourself and family, the court,
and the p-ofession, by your course of conduct."
“May i-i-it please your honor, I have been
an attorney in-in-in this c-c-eourt for fifteen
years, and permit me to say, your honor, that
this is llie first correct opiuion I ever knew
you to give.”

a.

proposals

;

1

|
A lawyer once came into court
the judge said to him:—

•«...

paddle

getic bead, Surgeon-General Hammond, will,
in all probability, soon render a
large and costly portion of the work originally undertaken
h\ the Commission (that ot Sanitary
inspection) su|>erfltious.
By order of the Executive Committee.
<;' T' STRONG, Treasurer.

•More than 10,000 sick and wounded men have thus
b«ii transported to the .North
by the Commission,
with special attention to their care aud comfort
up to
this dale.

14

Cainplicuc.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

will be received till
PROPOSALS
M., Julv 24th, by the Committee
for

Thursday, 3 I*.
Public BuildI Big*,
building a Doable Three Storied Brick
! School House ou the Winslow lot on Cumberland
on

|

Street.
Plans and

Specifications mav be seen at the City
|
I Engineer's Office, New City
Building. Mr. (i, M
Harding, architect, will furnish aitv farther information that may be desired, at Ids office.
The Committee reserve the right to accept such
proposals as under all circumstances tliev shall conaider most favorable for the interest of the
City, or to
rej**ct all |»ro|xt*als offered.
|
W. W THOMAS, C hairman.
julHtd

11

g

04
25
40
25

4}

6}g

1

.Salt, Turk’s I*.,
hhd. (8 bu§.)_
Salt, Liverpool,.
.Salt, Cadiz.
Sack* .Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl.
.Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lb*.

13

6g
3 g

25 (g 1
85 g

10}g

25 g
1 00 g 1

16 a)
1 26 g 1
62 g
86 t)
1 75 ri 1
10 g
12 g

Barwood,.

2Jg

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
**

13

6
6
4
30
4*J
12
33
60
00
90
68
87
80
20
00

4}g
II,g
4}g

Hypernic.
Logwood, ( ampeaeby.

02

St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood.
"
Teach

l}:g

•Soap, Leathe & Gore’*, Trowbridge
& Smith’* Kxtra No. 1 |> lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap. Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane'*.

Ginger,(Africa).
Mace.
Nutmeg*.
lV»pi>or.

**

**

Navy, Superior,
••
IMH n, K-

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. io.

U. *v V*.

12

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
3 (large)..
**

.(medium).
"
"(small).
Fruit*
Almonds—Jordau p lb
SoB shell.
Shelled.
t ut rants.
Citron.
Wil. Tea Nuts.

Figs,

8}

06

a» s

00
00
00
oo

OO

n

w

a)

55
45

g
g
w

5ft
25
3
2
2
1
1

%

2 75 c£

3 00
22
16

tv
o

8 50
6 60

t,
«

Black.
Bunch, box.

ft no * in no
8 1ft* a, 3 40
3 fir* « 3 82
07 «
03

Layer.

fancy
extra.

8

...

Ohio extra
••

family

Canada super No.

1.

superior extra.

R) e Flour

p lb.
< orn Mai.
Grain*
K>«*.
Corn.

Barley.

a
tv
a

tit

a

B

«

12)«

75

»

no

«

03

a

60

a

<ui
On

a

25
8 75
4 (Hi

#1

Buckwheat Flour

South lellow
Corn. Mixed

50
87
6n

02
8 60

»»
a

**

85

Blasting

85
83
80
17 00
22 00

.4 10
6 60

ft*
55
••
88
85
«
82
a 19 GO
a24 00

a

4 38
7 25

12 #0 «14 00
13 00 a 15 00

a!rutu 4 ow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

1 HO « 1 70
1 16 a 1 25
90
i oo
75 a
9Q
40 &
70

First

5

Sort, 1861.

@

;{)«

\ti

English Mis. Steel.
Soring.
Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Kussia.
Sheet Iron, Russia im't.
Enrd.
Darrel, p Ih.
K«g*. P lb

5j
16
81

21

39

,*

24

o

00

7 75
7 75
9 00

,,
a.
a

g (,)
8 OO
9 25

line—Ko. 1.*38 00 WOO 00
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4.

Shipping Lumber,.
Spruce.
Hemlock.
Hex Shook**, (each)
Clapboarda,
Shingles,
'•

••

S extra.
P "
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

Lathi*, Spruce.
line.

Ited Oak Stai ea.
.Mi»i. Itlid Sliooki* & Head,, city...

Sog.

21
24
24
26
-g
hi

16 a

Ijcag,

Clear

gi
9

o

heavy.

.

Pipe.
Lumber —From the yard.

12J

o)

American Calf Skins*.
Slaughter Wax Leather.

Sheet and

18

u

19®

md. wts.

100 lb.
“.

81

ftS

a

8’®

..

York, light...

l'ig, p

15

lli®

Ijratlifr,
New

Foreign

00
00
51
06
m
121

06 a
6
17 n.
11 «;
14 «
7 ra)

Cast Steel.
German Steed.

Ameriean

16

••

•'

••

...

do
country
Country Riff Mol. llhd. Shook,_
l>ry Riff,.
Hoops.
llackmetack Timber, p tun.
Lime.
l.iiue, Rockland, cask.
Molaaaen.
Molasses. Cienfhgo,.
Molasses, Cuba clayed...

Molasses,

'•

34
24
14
12
In
8

00 u00 00
00 ®00 00
on «oo 00
00 * 14 On
00 a 12 00
00 «10 00
45
50
13 no <11,700
30 00 <132 00
2 60 <1 3 00
2 00 <1 2 25
2 50 » 3 75
1 15 (a 1 20
1 37 <1 1 02
2n on «86 (mi
2 20 0 2 25
2 20 « 2 25
1 40 a 1 06
12.7 « 137
1 10 <* 1 20
20 00 </22 00
8 00 a 10 00
65
28
00
Im1

Molasses,
Muscorsds.
Molsases, New Orleans.

28

"

Syrup.hhds

Nails*
Cask.
Naval Kturru.
l'itcli.
Rosin.
1 nipeutinc p gal.
ilsliam,
Oakiiui, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene IlluminaPg Oil
Machine.....
Clariuc....
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
••

Orand l’.auk and

Hay

Chaleur_

Shore.
Linseed.

Boiled.

1 00 ® 1 05
1 60 « 1 66
5 Oo & 6 60
00 a 14 75
50 a 13 00
00 .a 14 50
60 »1S 00
00 a 14 50
18 00 a13 60
14 50 o 15 00
11 00 o il 50
7
0jo.
7 iy
7J
5
12
1 37

20

«

jg

@

40 a)
22 w
20 a
20 «
nr,
76 w
18 a,
14 &

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

and tendencies

were

sec-

cordially

sustain the

organization

principles upon which our
fords the only available means of
accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism
imperatively demands.

({

none
none

j

i

!
1

;®

70

DR. HUOIIES’

c.Con..„n,ion
Greene will
r !>T;

8 3

8(a)
11' a:
913>
12 a
12 a
12 ®
a>

«

i removal of onr greatest “moral, nolitieal ami
evil,” will find in the I’hkm a generous and

1 00
1 00

a

support.
W liile thus

78

«»

38
M

a.

1

distinctly announcing the general course
Prkaa, and intending that, alike in
peace—in our country’s peril and in its

50

promised

49
41
3>;
51
43
88
53

triumph, it shall speak with

war

43a
38
33 a
46 n
41 »
33 «
4&

.octal

hearty

for the

and in

do not lose

sight of

no

uncertain

the fact that tme

men

voice,

we

have hon-

estly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
aud. instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Urea* will labor
hoprfully
to encourage unity of purpose and
harmony of action amoug all loyal men.
Aside from its political detriment, the Prea* will

qq
on

r>i

» 75
10 on
11 80 ol2 r»
7 78 n g 00

be

earnestly devoted to the advance merit of the best
city and State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular atten31 h\
33
40
no
tion will be giien to the Commercial and Maritime
23 «
31
(talcing.
; interests. It will Ik- the aim of its conductors to make
2*» «
Ilenip
00
*»>•»».
14 ft
14] j it an indispensable institution of the State, and a geVarnUh.
; nial and welcome visitor iu every work-shop, countFurniture Varnish.
2 00 n 2 50
ing-house. and family circle. The Editors, not unCoach Varnish.
2 jjii n’ 4 00
known to the people of Maiue, will give their undiviIJamar Varuish.
2 25
2 61)
ded energies to the work before them, and labor to
Wm4.
make such a pw|«*r as the city of Portland, the State
Hard, retail.
8 00 « 8 15
4 00 « 6 00
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
Wool.
! one that shall be true to the popular instinets.
domestic.
50
42 «.:•
The Portland Daily Preaa is printed with enFelt*...
62. « 1 00
tirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
Zinr.
5‘«>
Fig* and slab*
daily in Maiue, and Issued every morning, (Sun5]
9 m
Sheet Mossliuauu.
y
days excepted.) at W per annum. Subscriptions for
t*i
90 «
Sheathing
less than sjx months, 50 cents per month.
Esrhanft*
The Maine State Preaa, large, neatly printed,
Ou Loudon—60 davs.
1 2ft a 1 ,1)
Fan5
aod well filled with the news of the week, and
32
origBremen, rix dollar.
7«i «
77
inal and selected Political. Agricultural,
Literary and
New York—at sight.
v<t 1-10 dis
Miscellaneous
it
remdiug.
a
making specially adapted to
lliiladefphia
J dis
live Family Circle, will lie issued
Baltimore.
«j 1 dis
weekly, at (1 JSC per
S»
I.oui8 n 4 dis
in
advance.
To any person sending
year,
idvariahiy
C iucinnati.
0 * 2 dis
the names of .lire nete auh»rribrrs, cash in advance,
an extra copy will be sent
gratis.
N. A. Foatrr.
RATE* OF DUTIEH.
J. T. Gilman. \ N. A. Foater k Co.. Publisher*.
An additional doty of 10 per cent, is levied on al
J K Hall.
)
merchandise not ini|M>rted direct from the place ol
Portland, May 19. 1«$62.
growth or production.
The undersigned cordially approve the
ASHES.—* per o ut., ad val.
enterprise
HKEAI>.—80 per cent.
proj«-cted in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
B VITEK.—4 ft’ cent
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
t AN
l>LES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c.. Tallow, 2c.. per
1
lb
People of Maiue.
CHEESE—4c p lb.
May. 1M2.
Ct ».%L.—(Bet at I.)
From Br. Fmvince*. free, other
LEONARD ANDREWS,
foreign Bitutniiions PI; all other kiuds 60c per ton.
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
CoFFEK.—5c per lb.
NELSON DING LEY, Jr..
< t >Kl> A t.E.—Tarred 2]c ft lb
Manila 2c V lb. all
R- S. SI EVEN'S,
Republican
other 3c ft» It*.
X. A. FAR WELL,
S
1»IH t;s asd DYES—Per lb Acids,(nitric, oxalic,
p. STRIt K LAND,
State
and all otlier* used for medicinal
EUGENE HALE,
purpose* **r line
R. It. FULLER.
art*.) Aloes, A*saf<rtida, Ammonia, < antliarides.
Committee,
c. H It WooDRURY,
Gamboge, Ipecac. Jalap. Junifier Berries, Manna,
T. HARMON.
Ajmek-liver. Khulorb, Sarsaparilla. Sponge*. VerdiE. WOODBURY.
gns, » mmii im an-, iv wr com. an vai.—iiynrHMiare
j
and Prumdate Potash, Peruvian Hark. 15 per r.-nt. ad
It EX'J. KINGSBURY. Jr.,
vai.—Citric Acid, ( a-torOi), Cubeh*. Essential Oils,
CLEMENT I’HINNEY,
Cumberland Co.
Kpsorn Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
DANIEL ELLIOT,
Root, blue or w hite Vitrol, Dinseiig, 26 per cent.—
LI KE BRoWN,
Rep. Com.
25c p 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
O. G. COOK,
Copperas,
100 lbs —Alum and Sago, 50c p 100 lb*.—Retim-d BoEDWARD L. PICKARD,
rax, chromate and bichromate
Potash. Sugar of
JOHN T HULL,
Lead and Argols. 3c p tb —Opium. £1 p tb —BalCUARELS II. ostiooD.
sams amf
9)
cant
Sal
guinine,
p
—Aium,
Sulphate
HENRY L. PAINE,
Soda and Soda Ash Jc p lb
Ri Carl* Soda. Caustic
HENRY P. LORD,
Republican
Soda. Liquorice Boot, 1 c p lb, and ground do 2c p
JAMES
DOUGHTY,
lb. Liquorice Paste, 5c p tb.— Refined Camphor
OREN RING.
am! Cream Tartar. 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
>City Conmiitteof
WILLIAM GRAY,
Emetic, Rochelle Salts, (.um Copal, and other* gums
JOHN M. STEVENS,
Portland.
or resinous substance* used for same
purpose* as Ouin
AUG.
F. GKRISII,
Copal, 10c p tb.—Roll Brimstone. £« p ton.—Oil
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
Cloves, 70c p lb.—Morphine, #1 p oz.—Alcohol, 40c
WM. li. PLUMMER.
p gal —All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p tb
I) Y E\V()(»DS.—Free.
Iit’CK.—25 p cent, ad vai.
TENEMENTS WANTED.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad vai.
tenement* for the
accommodation of two small families, in
FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring £1; !
Mackerel £2: Salmon £3; ami all other pickled in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes' walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
hrls. £1 60 p brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 lbs. From

|

interests of the

**

•*

FRl'IT.—Lemon*, Orange*, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ad vai.—Almonds 4c. and shelled do,
tic |H-r tb—Nuts ami Dates, 2c p lb—Currants. Figs.
Plums, Prunes and llaisius, 5c p &—Citron 30 p

HALTED.

ad vai.

(•RAIN—Corn and Oats 10c: Rye and Barley 15c;
and Wlo-at 20c per bush.
From Hr. Provinces’, free.
(i KIN DST( »N ES.—Rough—Free.
(•I NPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad vai, per cask of 25
lb-.
HIDES k SKINS.—10 p cent, ad vai.
HOPS.—10 p cent.

MSMALL

RENT, of five or six
part of the cifT.

rooms, near

the business
this office.

D.

Enquire at

20

®
<<

®

33
27
25
30

bbls22

3

87ist

50

10
6
8
1

00 a 12
00 ® 7
00 *s 0
70 ® 1

00
00
00
75

W. CLARK,
IN-

IRON.—Pig and Scran, £0; Bar. rolled or hammered. £15; Railroad £12; Boiler £20 p ton; Sheet
£25 p ton.
LEATHER—30 p cent.
ljc p lb.
LEAD.—Pig
El ME.—10 p cent, ad vai.
MOLASSES.—6c p gal.
SILVER STREET
ICE IIOCSE
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c. Assorted 3c p lb.
-andNAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Ko*in, Pitch, Tar,
No. 3*2 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.
20 p cent, nd vai.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OA KIM.-Free.
OIL.—Sperin, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Fornr All orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in anv
eign Fisheries; Neatsfoot. Linseed, Hemptteed and
part of
Kapeseed, 20 per cent; (dive in casks, Paint, Seal, and j the city, at the market rates.
2w
Cocoauut 10, Olive Salatl 30 per cent, ad vai.
PAINTS.—White Loud, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per tb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
EATON BOARDING SCHOOL,
21-2c p tt> : Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad vai—Yellow’ami other
Ochres. 35c per 100 tbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, iu oil,
KENT’S HILL,
READFIELD, ME.
£1 35; Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.

FOR BOYS.

7J®

8]

.70 *1 0 33
75
33
1 00 « 1 65
02 «
64
68 u
60
17 00 .,18 00
16 isi ,il7oo
92 «>
94
98
96 ®>

Tills is
can be

megs, 25c

p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, l»5c p bus; Canary, 10 p ceut.
Other kinds free.

ail other

kinds 30 p cent, ad vai.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad vai.
TWINE.-30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p tb and under, 6 p cent;
under 24c p lb, 3c: over 24c p lb, 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheet*, ljc p tb.—
Manufacturers of, 30 p ceut. ad vai.

should

u

Family

School, and the best of reference
sent for a Circular.
II. M. EATON k SON, Proprietors,
AMOS II. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LCCE, Assistant.
1802.
d2w

given. Please

June Kith,

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
i

be

directed

>_

n
B-

StreST,

Boston"1*

WANTED! AGENTS.

THOSE

about to engage in the sale of 25 emit

•s,**ior,«-rJ Maps,

Charts,

pack-

rortrails,

or

to me before encKriur elsewhere
Remember that I am the
and also X. E. Agent for H. H
•tationeiy,
Lloyd
(
a**d ( barf*, and J. C. Bnttrc’a
line Steel Engraved Portraits.
Withal, it mav be
said,
that
I
wafely
have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for ftie times that
can be found
P»rtif“l»«. addrtss B, B.
Kt aSELL, 616 Washington

MuouHl write

origiDatofo/'lheUSIt peeT

ye

i V.co0tra,od

RIS8RIPSirw J',or

Street, Boston.

FOWLE’8 PILE AND HUMOR CUBE
SCRE

THE ONLY

CURE

and ITCHING
r9*JS£3!£E?0A
LEI ROti \ SCROFULA, .HALT

PILES,
HHEUM
DISEASES OF THE SKIN
One bottle warranted to cure everv case of Piles; two
bottles in all other cases of the above
diseases; if not
dealers are requested to reftind the money in
every
AND

Only five bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of
letters
and certificates are uow in the
proprietor's possession
which can he seen on
application. Send for
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLK, Chemist. 71
Prince street. Boston.
Sold everywhere.
Certificates with each bottle.
caw*.

be

Circular’

[COPYRIGHT HECIRKD]

FOR
Dr

FEMALES.

MATTISON'S INDIAN EMMEXAGOGUE.

[

I

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anyelse of the kind, and
proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and

thing

hi yolk la oiks,

and is the very best
as it
will bring on the MONTHLY MCKXKhh
in case* of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
ty*Over 8000 BOTTLES have
mow been sold »rith.mt a single fait"re when tak> n as directed, and without the least
injury to health m any

thing known for the purpose,’

Jane

M, 1M2.

wb.l

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STAHDARD
SCALES.

casr.

put up in bottle* of three difstrengths with full directions
by express. dost'H s*aU>t. to all

It i«
ferent

Three Scale* are •rill matin tortured
''*ly by the nri«rinal inventor*, who
for using, and sent
are constantly aditieg *neh r*nJ <md
parts 01 tw country.
rxhuihtr imprurrm*nta a* their long
experience and akill *ngge*t.
Prick*.—Full Strength. fto; Half Strength, $6;
A COMPLETE VARIETT:
Quarter Strength, $3 per bottle
rhi* medicine i« designed exC JT'ReinemNT!
| x« Hay, Coal. Railroad, Platform. (mutter. Dragpressly for obstixatb Caber, which all other rem- I *W‘«. and Batcher’* Scale*; ISeanw. Wright*. Ac.,
edies of tin* kind have failed to cum*; also that it is ! for »ale at oar
Warrhotue,
warranted as represented in errrg
rrgpert, or tin*
1W Milk 9rmr,
price will be refunded.
(Thorndike BaUdiag.) ( oraer of Batterymareh HI..
19"* RE WARE oF IMITATIONS! New* genuine
and warranted unless purrha«ed dir,r*t^ of |>vt %|.
aoarox.
at hi* l( KM Kill A L INSTITUTE FOR M*E« IAL
Bold in Cortland by Emkry A Watkruoi**
DISEASES, No. 28 I n ion Street. Providence. U I.
JTTliii BBeciatitfi embraces all disease* of a pri~
r<it. nature both of MEN *•.<! WOMEN
by a reguWhite’* Patent Alan*
Drawer.
larlv ed»cat<*d phi driau of twenty years' practice,
a currant mornr-nON auainst
giving In* whole attention to them.'
hr
letter or otherwise are strictly
f F'1 onadtatioM
THIKVKS.
confidential, and medicine* w ill !*• o ut bv Exnree*,
•old ai Fa BRAXK'a s< m Viauorm. 11*
neure from observation. to all parts of the tinted

Money

Mii.k .Strkki

Also, accommodation* for LA OIKS from
wcute and quiet Helical, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It ha* U**u estima'ed that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are rand to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
lvenefit to those who pay it. M«**t of tins sum cornea
out of a class of |>cr*nn* who are the least able to lose
it, but once }>aid th>u ram mrrer get it bark, ami they
are compelled to suffer tin* wrong in silei.ee. not daring to c\i***e the cheat for li*ar of rpatamg fhttale/res. All this conies from tru-tin/. without inquiry,
to men who are alike d***titnte of honor,
character,
and skill, and whose emtg recommendation is their
own false and extravagant rj*«. rfitmt, in prat-e of
th* mnelre*.
If. therefore, you would avoid being
humbug/*d, take no man word, mn matter trhat hi*
it will cost
prat***Htm* arr. but MAKE IXt*t‘ IKY
you nothing, and may save yon many regret*; for a*
advertising physician*, iu nine cases out of ten are
Fo*yna, there i* no safety iu trusting amg <•/ tkrm. unle— you know rh** and trhat they are.
tt^Pr M will *end krkk. bv enclosing one stamp
a* above, a Pamphlet on DISEASE* OF WOMEN,
and on Priratr /H*ra*e* geneiallv: gi.ingmost fbll
information, erith thr nunt umrtrmhtrd reft remrr* and
ttitimimiaii. without which no advertising phvsicuin
or m«*liciiic of this kind i* deserving of a XT box FIMat***.

abroad

by
FAIRBANKS

wi*hing fora

DEALER

your address plainly, and dii**ct
tox, a* above.
June 23.

Ship

of

Stock.

Caigor. of Oak Timber and Plank fa robbed to

der
w ''A'*'*«

Boaton. WharfHO Border

FAIRBANKS
WHOLLaALE

.V-

ar-

E Boaton.

HEARD,

DCALrit IX

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA.
ANl> MINERAL WATER,
HOWARD ATHAJU'X BlILDIXS, HOWARD 8T.,
BOSTON.
rtR.trnHT ale asd porter

BI RNETT’S
Aa

KAI.LISTON,

Waah Ibr the

Complexion haa nominal. It b
diaringaiahed for Ita cooling and aoothin* proportion,
and in admirably adapted to all unnatural conditiona

Write

Dr. II. N. Matti-

to

IR

HACKVKTAf KNKF-d, UXT’BT TRF.K> All_». and a goner at tarirty

DEXl’B WHATEVrit.

to.

BROWN.

SHIP TIMES! AMD PLAIX

s

TR^Orders by mail promptly attended

A

HENRY JONES,

dAw2m

a

of the

akin; removing Tan. Sunbara. Freckle*, Redand Rnuglineaa of the akin, Ac., curia*
Chapped
Hand,, and altavia* the irritation canard by the bitea
of Mraa|aitor>. and other anuovin* inarcta.
Prepared by Joat ph Burnett A Co., Boaton, and for tain
by
neM

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD V9
Health and Strength

Secured,

all dealer*.

BV THE OK or THE

GREAT SPUING AND

Dr.

SIMMER

MEDICINE.

PR EM ATI'RE
Which ia

Langley’s

of Sarsaparilla.
Cherry. Yellow
C>MI*OSED
Dock. Prickley A-h. Thoroughwort. Hhubarb.
Maudrake. Paudeliou. Ac., all of
hich
Wild

are

so

THE HAIR.

OF

now-n-daya, may be entirely
of Bl'RXETT'a Cocoaix*. It

prevented by tbe use
haa been uaed in Ihotieands of caaea where tbe hair
waa renting nnt In handfitlla, and haa never failed to

BOOT AND HERB BITTERS.
w

LOSS

ao common

decay,

arreat Ha

com-

ona

pounded as to act In concert, and assist Nature iu
eradicating disease.

growth.

dreaain*

and

to

promote

It ia at the

for the hair.

aamr

a

healthy and vigor-

time

unrivalled

aa a

aingte application will renglomy
days. Prepared by
Burnett
A
Joaeph
Co., Buatou, and for aale by all

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful— it
acts directly upon the bowel* and blood, by remov ing
all obstruction* from tin* internal organs, stimulating
th« ni into healthy action, renovating the fountain* of
life, purifviug the blood, cleansing it from all humor*
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; re>toring the invalid to hcaltb and useftaliie**.
They cure and eradicate fiom thesystom. Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so iiinuv disease*. .faundance in it* worst form*, all Hilliou* Diseases and
foul stomach,
Coativene**, all kiud* of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Puzine**, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness. Pain* iu the side and bowel*. Flatulency. Los* of ap|»etite. and a torpid or diacaaod Liver. a disordered Momach or bad blood, to which all
are more or Jess subject in Spring and Slimmer.
More than 20,000
person* have been cure*! bv this
medicine. If i* hi/iily recommended by Physician*
even where.
Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dea’cr* in Medicine everywhere at only
26 and 38 cent* per bottle. Orders addressed to

der it auft and

A

for aoveral

dealer*.

NEW

CORNER OF

WATER AND CONGRESS ST.,
BOSTON.

Dvspepsia.

Asthael

\
|

Formerly
er

iu

STORE.'

PAINT

Wheeler, Ag’t,

Cnlon Street. Manufiieturer Mid Demi-

iu
PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES,

And Painter*’ Supplies Generally, Staple Drug*, Sponges, Gna«,

GKO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Borrow.
junc21d4ra

—ASH—

Courage
CLEMS’

Invalids !

SUMMER

S V PERI OR

GLUES.

C¥RE

—AND—

Howes’ Cough

Pills,

Hr the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of
DIARRIHEA

iti

OH DYSENTERY

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leave# the bowels iu au

active, healthy condition,

as

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlura or any irregularities of the bowels, all othremedies are insignificant, as compared with

MACHINE CUT FILES.

CLEM'S SUMMER ( I RE,

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Are now
ready to supply every description of their
Machine Cut

THE

er

That for Children troubl'd with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

or

CLEM'S

;
,

ers

in

Kin*, warranted superior to all oth-

use.

OrriCM

SIMMER Cl'RE.

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial aflhetions, there is no remedy extant that »o universally
afford# relief as

I

NO.

34

remedy

is

AND

*ALR*ROOW:

KILBY NTRERT.
(Corner of Central.) ihwfon

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
That for a Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
Tains in the side, or a loug standing Hack, the best

WHIPPLE

j

FAMILY

Mournlna

HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.

Established for the m)e of

That a# an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
cases of Ththisic. Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict iu favor of

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
Aad Millinery Kiclnaively.
8. 8. WILLIAMS.
w4w4

HE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased front tiie Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for fanning and manufacturing puiposc*.
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of #20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

11

EDWARD SHAW, Age.it,
108 Middle Stukkt, Portland.
Juuc23.
dtf

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and contmiu* not a

particle of
good,
By

Opium
ami

or

never

Dkuo of any sort.

It

always

does harm.

thkik works yk shall know

them/*

G. C. Goodwin &
Now England.

Bradbury,

Co., Boston, General Agents for
H. II. llav, Cortland, and B. E.
Bangor, General Agents for Maine

Boston to San Francisco.
OFFICE, 114 STATE STREEr, BOSTON
All goodi received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST CLASS CUPPER SHIPS, sailing promptly on their advertii*ed day*. The only real prompt
line of ship* from the Atlautic Port*.

WSold by Druggists aud Merchants generally.
HOWES Si UO»t Proprietors*
iswtiuiuol

Bel

past,

Notiro.

PROPOSALS

J A M K S

&

Wholesale and

Maine.

will be received bv tire Committee
on Streets, Side-Walks aud Bridges, at the Civil
Engineer's office, until Tuesday the 8th day of .Inly
next, for the removal of the Tiles or Dolphiu# in tlio
Harbor off Victoria Wharf.
S. W. LARK ABLE. Chairman.
Other dalles please copy.
jo25td

* WILLIAMS'

-line raon-

decoction of Root* and
does

Store,

20 WINTER ST., BOSTON,

4 n LI DDF Y

MONDAY, JULY ~’l*t.

SPICES.—(linger Root, 3c; Ground Dinger, 5c.— |
Pepper ami Pimento, 6c.—Clove*, 8c: Cassia. 10c.—
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace ami Nut-

TOBACCO.—Leave*unmanufactured,26;

communications

HOWES' COUGH TILLS.

Sl'D AH.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Meladn ami Concentrated Molasses. 2jc p lb; above
No. 12, not rehned, 3c; refined, 6c p fb; w hen tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.—20c p tt>.

o^.'^

the
by mail, free of
be at the ofllce from 8 A.
M„ to 1

CLEM'S SUMMER CUBE.

-DEALER

PROVISIONS.— Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
ami Hams 2c— Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
Kit K—lc p lb.
s A LT.—Iu hulk 12c, and in
bag* 18c p 100 lb*.
ST ARCH.-2o p cent.
SOAP.—30 p cent.

'i0* »"■«•«• with eom-

BOTE. IVrsnns wishing to
investigate this method
of practice, or it*
superior success, will be fernlstod
with a pamphlet
descriptive of treatment, free hv
K GKF.F.NE, M. D.. 38 Bromtleld

Portland.
jull—dk w3tn3

stamp for Circular.

"r

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

aWANTED—Convenient

exceed from #150 to 175 per auuum.
Address Box 42. Post office, or
apply at the Counting Koom of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

Provinces free.

All

cu'^rf

Mend

part of the country with fell

CRKF.NK. 38 BromHeld Street, IWon

ple

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned if desired. Address
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple .Street, (corner of Middle).

of Dk.

The ofllce will be open, and competent per..,.,, i.
P'r*0,“ ia
attendance, from 7 1-4 A. M„ to 8

a
his attention to
diseases of a certain class. Ifaring his
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his
office, 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
se'en but the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and
sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a few bourn; cures without the dreadful coits^jucnt effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locatlv, can be caused by using them.
\ OUNG MEN, who’ are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused hv bad habits in vouth.
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak ejres, etc., terminating in
consumption or it
** ue*k‘ct<‘d. *re sj>ccdily and
permanently

evil

«

a.

Infirmary.

PRIVATE
for
number of years confined

It will neither seek nor endorse any
compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all /rue democracy—that the
majority must govern.
l'l>on the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it
be
to
that
while the Press will sancmay
proper
say,
tion no interference with the constitutional or

rights of loyal men, it will neither apologize for an
which constitutes the foulest blot upon our
national ctiaracter, nor attempt to resist the tide of
81
events that seems destined to swoop from existence
an institution which is the greatest
p)]
anomaly in a free
11}
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
m
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal witli
12*
12*
tin* loy a) State governments, to secure gradual eman12*
cipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
9
| other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful

sent to any

pltaM dlMM*

of that

party,
partisan spirit, hut
embodies the true
government rests, and af-

may

directions.

—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend*ncejull—3in

legal

71

75
75
45
45

designs

not with a design to foster a mere
in the full eonlciooanesa that it

2 00 a 2 12}
71 n
g
3 00‘ a 3 25
2 50 .. 0 00
3 00 « 3 25

81
61

the Prebs

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
Just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the I nJou while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Press

7

DK. HUGHES.
Middle, Portlaud.

State.

Cnre

principles of innocent medication, en; Hreljr discarding the use of 1’uisonniu Drugs
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Disease* of the ThrtRt and Lungs,
Dyspepsia
Liver Complaint. Heart
Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a
great variety of ordinary
insease*
■.ucr.^fnlly treated by Medicine which
he

of

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
hdh sexes, requiring
Experience, Skill, Honor and
delicacy.
CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has

enemies that its

9 60

corner

established for the

was

upon the

ami

by addressing
Xo. 6 temple Street,

Institution

Till.

Renovating

Eclectic Medical

operations of our army and navy, hut
In the nil paralleled fact that, in the midst of tills
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sonnd Republican
principles, and,
inasmuch as imlitical organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

gj

especial

ciples

the matchless

45

none

5
5
4
14
g

general

will give an earnest, cordial,
supjmrt to the administration of Abraham Lixcoen, who in little more than one
year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration Is most signally exhibited, not 'only in

12]a

(g

fur

neatly

throughout the State.

Politically,

2 50 % 2 7.5
2 12Va> 2 37}
2
2 37i

9 00

and

and generous

7

@

mail

and to promote the material interests of ttic
Stale, ami of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

2

6} 5)

by

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-

121
o
1 02
0
2Jo
12 a
15
7®
8
12 i>
17
9 3
11
41a..
3
6 60
8 50

40

a

circulatiun

o

6} a)

news

large, well-tilled, carefully edited,
printed trtelli/ paper, intended specially
Is

71

@

fullest

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

14
12
14
15
14

Dr.

their
accommodation.
Dr. lf.’s Eclectic
Medicines are unrival*
led in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Temale Irregularities. Their action is specific
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIEM will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be tuen
with perfect safety at all timi**.
Sent to any part of the country with fall directions,

PLASTER.—Free.

tart.

Portland

Press in intended to be
lire Daily Morning

—

Norway.

"

8

$

15

lr«M»
Common..
*'
Refined Iron.
Swede.

j

2)

net ton. Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
Hide* and ftkius.
Slaughter ilklca.

Dry.
Sheep I'elte, Green.
Hbeep Felta, Dry.

I

"

a

Kilo and Sporting.

4

I

75

Shorts p tou.
Fine Feed...
Griudalsnes.
linndstones. Hough, p ton. 17 00 a JO 00
4*riudstones, Pressed
10 00 «35 00
(*un powder.

Huy*
Hay p

I

a

60

Daily

enterprising, vigorous and
Paper, containing the latest and
and telegraph.

••

4 75
6 ««>
8 <«•
8 25
7 25
5 60
J1 (8
8 5o
8 60
8 76
5 25
8 25
8 75
7 00
4 25
3

The Portland
an

*•

10) !

a

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Hkrald.

@ 2 75
m 2 75

OFFICE 38 BItOMFIKLD
ST.. BOSTON.
Riv. N. Day, Pre,t. Rev. r.
Masok, rice /Vm'I.
II. (i REEKY, M. D.,
Superintending Phgticinn

HUGHES particularly invite nil Ladle* who
uml a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms. No
temple Street, which they will Hod arranged for

ft

AMD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Inlirniary.
theTadies.

to

*•

noue.

4
4
5
8
6
5
4
8
6
8
5
8

25
26
25
26

in bond.

1. C.
X.
< "*«•.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.
Flax

JO
0 U0

ft)*

75

BOSTON

Eclectic Medical

BY

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

85 36(0

A A.

I

unue
a
«

^ 8 75
00 (6

Yellow.
Yellow.
Muscovado.

Char.

18
30
12
85

15
6 00

••

Tin.
ltanca. cash
Wrrite.««,h.

none

8 6ft «. 8 75
6 60 a 6 75
4 50 a5 00
3 50 «4 00

Kleme
l^emons. bx.
Orauges.
Raisins—
Blu* cask.

4

JC D I T E I>

"

pd*.

8 75
8 75

13 a)
25 ti,
(■* a.
32 <»
2 25 a 2

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

00

Extra

5’* and 10’* common.
half pd*. best brands.
half pd*. medium good.
half ini*, common.
Natural Leaf,
Fancy, in Foil.

none

20
12

31®
0
9
K
8
7
2
2
8
8

_MEDICAL.

or THK

1 12
none

Portland A.

Havana Brown.
White.
j
Coffee Crushed.
Sugar. Crushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallew.
American refined.
Hough.
T ms*
Tea. Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea. Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.
Ttkacro.
6’* and 10’* best brands.
6’* and 10's medium.

50 ^ 4 00
37 a 2 75
26 <g 2 60
25 « 1 6ft
12 a, 1 50

common.

Dates.
I'runi*.
Fluur -Portland iuspectiwu.
Flour. Superfine.
Flour. Fane*
Flour. Extra
Flour. 1 until>.
Flour. Kxtra Superior
Western extrafancy.
*'
superior

Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar,

37)

02.

Feathers*
Feathers, Live (loose p lb.
Feathers, Huxsia.
Fish.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new
Herring, Tickled. P bbl.

Top.
Linseed.
Canary.
Si|ir.

2}

03 g
25
64
40
63

Ked

00

2}g

Duek.
Duck. Raven*.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

Pimento.
Srrd*.
Herd*<ini'**,.
We*tern Clover.

4}

03

PROSPECTUS

will

Ca**ia f> lb.
Clove*.
Ginger, (Itace).

1}

02 g

1 05

Spier*.

12

Z\a)

Ouercitron Bark.
Red Sanders.

ill

o

11 g

Red
Sapan

H

ti

92

Savauvilla,.

go

is

Soap.

00
00
41
2i
02
06
00

w

75 ®

KOllSo
1 66
1 70

Salt.

14}

Dfewosda.

Tar.

Notice.

12}

17 g
22 g
4 g

ex.

Fluid.

11

g
15 g

Camphor,.

Alcohol.

Geese.
veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Hice f> R>.
Rum.
Hum, Portland distilled.
Snlrrntu*.
Saleratuu
lb.

22
22

03

Cream Tartar.

Magnesia.

Lamb.

20 g 1 30

Sulphur.

Logwood

Chickens, Spring.

Turkiea.

26}

12} w
1

Wptwr*.

st.-aim
will have one inclined * urine of not
Ibm than Hu cubic fort displacement of
piston prr
•troke; the length of the stroke lo br about H fort 9
iurhes
The frame to he of yuIJou pine, sirokdv
J
kneed. bolted and braced.
There will be a *ewaii > surface condeuarr, in which
the condi-uaiBg aurfacr will be
couipoard of drawn
hnu» tube* tf»e righth* inch ontaide diameter; tube
aud follower* of braaa; total area of
condensing anrface
aouare fi*et;
rapacity of air-pump (considered a* aingle acting) 25 cubic fret;
capacitv of circulating pump (considered as single acting) 2f> cubic tret;
inlet aud outlet pipe* to
puin|r to haw a net arc* of
not lew than two-third'* of the
pump * pistons; reand delivery *ahe* of pumps to have a net
aiea or opening of not leas than our and a half
time
the area of the pumps' pistons, valve seat* of
braas;
valve* of gum.
The cylinder is fo have braas balance
poppet valves
of IT and l*i inches diameter; valve seat* of bra**.—
M.-am valte to l» arranged with Stevens'
cutoff—
in- uiuMicu ami
ariaugcti
for working hooked on bac k as well as ahead.
The cr«MM hcad to be of w rought it on and finished.
The crank* to be of wrought iron, turned and
plaued.
The shaft to be of wrought iron turned. IV* cutboard journal is to be three feet in
length.
All cylinder coven*, valve-chest aud
pump bonnets,
with their bolts and nuts and links and
connecting
rod* to be finished.
A plunger feed pump and bilge
pump, of brass, to
be provided of 2j cubic feet capacity ; valves of
gum,
to have a net
owning of twice the capacity of the
pump.
The pumps are to be worked bv wrought iron
arm*,
turned and planed .and secured
upon a turned wrought
iron shaft, which is to be worked from the main crosshead by finished links, aud wrought iron lever*, turned and plaued.
The
wheel i* to be overhung, to lie of
wrought iron, and 28 feet 8 inches in extreme diameter. 1'addies to be twenty-four in
number, 8 feet 9
inches long, aud 15 inches wide.
There are to be two Martin boilers
placed opposite
«*ach other, with fire-room between. le
ngth ot boiler 18 feet, width 10 feet 6 inches,
height about 9 feet 8
inches; to contain five furnace* each; the furnace to
be three feet wide; length of
grate 6 feet 6 inches;
total grate surface 1% square feet; total
heating surface not leas than 5000 square feet. .Shells, with the
exception of the bottoms, to be of 5-16 inch plate;
bottoms, furnaces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate; to Ik* double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic test pressure of 00 pounds
per square inch'
Each boiler i* to have a No. 4 Dimple! blower blowing into the back of the ash-pits.
All the detail, finish, quality of material and workmanship to be first-class, proportioned for a working
boiler pressure of 40 pound* per
square inch, and
conformable to the s|x*cifications previously
printed
ed by the Department for paddle-wheel steam machinery. There will also be furnished the tools, duplicate pieces, instrument*, be., required
by those siK*citicatious.
The proposal* will state the names of the bidder* in
full, and of their sureties; the* gross sum,covering all
costs and claims against the government whatever on
account of the machinery, for which they
propose to
furnish it in the vessel, complete and readv forsteaming, discriminating between the two caws of erecting
it in the same jairt aud of
transporting and erecting
!* in another port; and the time from date of contract
in which they w ill
guaranty to complete it in the vessel ready for steaming, provided the vessel is ready to
receive it tweuty-oue
days earlier if the vessel fs at
the same port, and one month earlier if at another
port; it not ready, twenty -one day* or one month, aewording to the case, wilT be allowed for completion
from date of readiness.
1 lie contract will embrace the usual
conditions, and
payments will lx* made iu the usual manner a* the
work progresses.
The
are to lie endorsed
l‘ropo*at* for
radrUr- Wheel Steam Machinery,” to
distinguish
them from other business letters,
The Department reserves the right to
reject any or
all of the
proposals made under tld* advertisement
if, in its opinion, the public interests requires,
proposal* will In* considered except from propnetors of marine engine building establishments

g
g
g

10}g
12? g
lOfg

and Dyes.
Alum.
Alt»es.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstouc (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

•*

NAVT DEPARTMENT will. anlll the 2orh
da* of
July, nvviie -»-*i«*d pro|»o»al« fur the
construction of »t«-an» machinery for ]'addle W heel

8 50
0 00
0 00

none.

Drugs

•*

Propoaal* for PnMIe-W heel Mleam
SiK ktner) for dir 1'. ti. \av).

9

0 26 g
21 g
21 g

Mauilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Indigo, Mauilla, tine.
Madder.

PROPOSALS.

9}

g

700g000

Cement— per bbl.

wtf

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

just triumphantly passed.
The Transport service of the Commission is
also rendering iudis|leasable aid to the country
in bringing north men who would have
perished if left in the malarious
hospitals of Viggiuia. but who are eaabiod, after a short sojourn In a healthy northern climate, to rejoin
their regiments.• Bv thorough
system, complete ventilation, attention to all sanitary conditions, and a liberal supply of comforts and
appliance*, which (eivrrmoeut does not yet
provide, it I* believed that these “floating hospitals” have been made superior hi those heretofore employed in the service of
any country.

8 26
7 00
7 00

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

MUZZEY ROW.

necessity is too much to admit of any
elaborate statement of its nature and extent,
or of the work the Commission is
EDWARD 1\ BANKS,
doing.—
Some information on both [mints will lie ob72 EXCHANGE STIfEET,
tained from letters and papers herewith laid
before the public. They have been taken almost at random, for there is not time even to I
Var Cnstom Boise and Post Office, Portland, Maine,
look through the letters and reports in the
DEALER IX
hands of the Executive Committee. It is sufficient to add, that high officers, at many
points, have repeatedly acknowledged the services rendered hy tlie Commission, (or rather
by the people of whom the Commission is an
almoner.) to their respective commands, as of
the highest value ami importance.
From May 1st to July 1st, the Commission
SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS. CUPS, BUTTER
has expended $37,585 72-100.
About nineKNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN KINGS,
tenths of this sum has been laid out in the
purchase of hospital stores and appliances for
SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES,
the relief of the sick and wounded at every
im|iortant military station, and in the equipment of the floti.la of steamers and sailing
vessels now in the service of the Commission
as Hospital Transports.
Its treasury is now
nearly exhausted, at the very moment when
the army most needs its aid. and when, if it
PLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAKE
had a hundred thousand dollars at its comBASKETS, BETTER KNIVES, A Sl-OONS.
mand, it would still lie far too w eak for the urgent work before it. and would still be obliged
Shell and Horn Comb*, Fan*. Canr*, Acrord.on*
to see hundreds perishing for want of its aid,
Wallet*. Card t'wa, Tahir and Pocket Cutlery;
in the army of the Potomac alone.
teeth. Hair, and Shaving Brualtee; Farina Cologne,
Thousands of brave men are now
lying
Luliia't Extract*; CLOCKS.
without sufficient shelter, food, or attendance.
In the camps and depots on Janies Kiver.—
quadrant*. Spy Giartar*, Barometer*. Surveyor*'
Very many of them are destined to perish who aud Mariner,' Comparer*, G miter’* Scale*, Divider*.
could have been preserved by a blanket, a suit
Parallel Rule*, Protractor*, Drawing IneUnnieuta,
of hospital clothing, and a' few <lavs' allowLanit Chain*, Tliermometer*, Lineu Proven*, opera
ance ot proper diet and stimulants instead of
; Glawc*.
their ordinary rations. The Commission has
Chari*. Bowditch'* Navigator, Blunt* Caa*t IS lot
saved hundreds if not thousands of men since
Nautiral Almanac*, Sumner * Method, ship Maater >
this rainiatigii began, by supplying these inexpensive wants. A very few lioliars provides A**r*tant, she**! Anchor. Seamen'* Friend or Manual.
Ship Maetcr'* Guide, Expedition* Meaaurvr, for
what can save a soldier * life, worth in mere
Frrigkl, Ac., Ac.
money value hundreds of dollars to the army
and to the community. At this time, of ail
Waickr* and Jewelry Repaired.
others, the country cannot afford to waste the
lives of men trained by a year's
REPAIRED AND RATED.
CHROXOMETERS.
experience,
and made veterans by the torrilile week of
£prime determined by tranait ft
rontiuuous battle through which they have
Portland. Jane tS, 1WB.
d2tawAwtf

00

Cordage.

BRADFORD & HARMON,
No. 88 Exchange St., Portland, Maine.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty vears, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prowcute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on rerff reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K. HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June20th.

Sanitary Commission, acting under authority from the National Government, is once
more compelled to appeal to the people on behalf of the sick and wounded of the people's
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Coal Whiteash.

FOR

States

9

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Frauxliu.
CaflTee.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

pertainsold cheap

service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, ou application in person or
by letter to

a,

11 g
36 g

Coal, Cumberland p ton.

Rhubarb.

N. Y. Agency

Ked Lead.
Plftalcr.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provisions.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
extra
Pork,
clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Pradacr.
Beef p quarter, p B>.
Eggs, p dozen...
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.

2 50 g 2 75
3 00 g 3 25
2 76 g 8 00

Caul—(Retail.)

PENSIONS, BOUNTY HONEY,
Back Pay, Ac.,

Sanitary Commission.

Litharge.

75 @ 6 00
8 76 g 4 00

Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Tea..
Beans, Blue Tod.
Cundlen.
Gaudies, Mould P lb.
Gaudies, Sperm.
Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New..

^Titchell’s,

127 MIDDLE STREET,-

g
g

4

Sal Soda.

1ST.

7
6
3

a

Beams.

of of Small Articles

business, all of which will be

g 7 60

Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.

bbl.
Crackers, p 100.
Butter.
Butter, Family p lb.

of

U MBRELLAS,

60
6
6
2

6

Bread.

do.

SUN

PARASOLS,

brave;

M. L.

a

6}

@

6 g

Apple*.
Apples, Green p bbl. S5
Apples. Sliced p lb.

in this

Our

brave.

and made to order.

AND-

strength our help hath been.
Up! brothers, up!
Up! brothers, up!
to death, strong-soulod

will sell

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
QUILTS, LINENS,
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

is the way,

eveu

p bbl.
Ashes, Tot.

Butter,

we

July 16.

Anhen*
Ashes Pearl

of

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

His arm whose

!

large lot

Constantly on hand,

I know, but as the darkest hour bright day
Precedes, so do I see God’s glory lay
’Neath all this shade, into resplendent day
Lord speed the time! from the soul’s deptlis we pray;
Ready to break, after hosts passed away
The country's hideous night oferime and an.
Up! then, to suffer nobly is to win

on

a

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas

Shake out
its fears;
Bend back unto their sources all your tears;
Go forth, and gain the liberty of years,
Putting to death whatever interferes!
Up! brothers, up!

March

cash prices, to be sold at

or Pants, and in this line
prices that can’t be beat.

at

Up! brothers, up!
of every trembling heart

on

at the lowest

trifling anvance.

Either for Coat

clear iu every nation’s light!
Up! brothers, up!

Let truth shine

Lean

127 MIDDLE ST.

CLOTHS, t'ASSI MERES. DOESKINS,
MIXTURES, SATINETS, lie., fcc.,

might,

Show that we’re strong and powerful to fight
And pattle in the consciousness of right—

Up! brothers, up!
Death-scented, thickly darkening

found at

corrected for the Presb to

Bread, Ship.

Up!
Make manifest

always be

We have in store the most extensive stock of

We have also
brothers, up!
unto the world our

Expressly

Dry Goods,

can

Castor Oil...
Neat*foot Oil.
Onion* —per bbl.
do Bermuda fc> lb.
Pninta.
Portland Load, in oil.
•<
Lewis Load,
Boston l,oad,
French Zinc,
American Zinc, "
Koclicllc, Yellow....
Eng. Veil. Ked.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

AND VARIED

For the enemy is strong; do not wait,

Lard Oil.
«“">«!■.

THE MARKETS.

1> O P K,

Retail Dealer* iu

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETAOK SHIP TIMBER,
White
torie*.

Pine Timber for Wharves, Bridge* and FacFloorings on hand aud

A No Southern Pine

worked to order.
92 State Street,

Timber Docks

corner

(up stair*.)

of E and First Sts

Boston.

